Washington University
In Saint Louis

One Hundred Eighteenth Commencement
May Eighteenth, Nineteen Hundred Seventy-Nine
Eight-Thirty Friday Morning
America
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My country, 'tis of thee
Sweet land of liberty
Of thee I sing;
Land where my fathers died,
Land of the pilgrim's pride,
From every mountain-side
Let freedom ring.
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Our Father's God to Thee
Author of liberty,
To Thee we sing;
Long may our land be bright,
With freedom's holy light;
Protect us by Thy might,
Great God, our King.

The Alma Mater

1
Dear Alma Mater,
Thy name is sweet to me.
Our hearts are all for thee,
Fair Washington.
Thy halls shall honored be
Throughout this great country
For all eternity,
Our Washington.
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Those days of youth which
All of us spent with thee
Form a dear history,
Fair Washington.
Could they renewed be,
We'd live our days with thee
For all eternity,
Our Washington
A Note on the Commencement Ceremony

Whether Paris or Bologna is the first university will probably never be known with certainty. Both date to about 1100, and within a century produced different forms of corporate organization. What we can say, however, is that Washington University and other American universities, public and private, follow the pattern developed at the University of Paris after a long period of internal discussion among the authorities there.

Paris early attracted thousands of young men in their teens eager for education, but eager too for a good time, most of them being away from home for the first time. Their discipline, and indeed their entire education, fell under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Paris who, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational matters. In his attempt to perform his office, the Bishop, therefore, attempted to regulate student conduct and claimed supervision of curriculum and degree-granting as well. Here he ran into trouble from the teachers attached to the cathedral school and also to the various monasteries scattered throughout what was becoming the student (or Latin) quarter. The teachers, like other experts, or masters, of the day, claimed to be the proper judges of the qualifications of their students. They demanded the right to approve or disapprove of a student’s work, and the right to grant the degree—usually the right to teach anywhere in western Europe.

The modern commencement ceremony represents a compromise which was reached between the Bishop who was attempting to retain his traditional rights and honors, and the teaching masters who were demanding normal rights of guild control. We cannot say precisely how the agreement was reached, but by 1200 the masters were judging the merits of the student and then recommending him to the Bishop for the degree. The ceremony you will witness this morning is the successor, some 750 years later, to the medieval compromise. The Faculty sits on the platform in its ancient role as teacher and examiner. Its leaders, the Deans, present qualified candidates to the Board whose members, sitting with its executive officer, the Chancellor, award the degree. Today the Chancellor and Board act, as did the medieval Bishop, as the final voice in local educational matters, admitting the new bachelors to the privileges of their new “estate” or condition.
A Note on Academic Dress

The academic dress worn by Faculty and candidates indicates the degree held, the subject in which it is held, and the institution granting it. Gowns are of three kinds: the Bachelor's, with full, pointed sleeves, hanging open; the Master's, with flowing sleeves which hang below the opening at the wrist; the Doctor's, with very full sleeves gathered at the wrist. The gowns are black, although occasionally trimmed with colored velvet; the hoods, on the other hand, are of many colors. The color of the lining of the hood indicates the institution granting the degree: e.g., the hood of Washington University is lined with red and green. The color of the tassel on the cap and of the velvet edging of the hood, carried forward around the throat, indicates the faculty or major department:

White—Arts, Letters, Humanities
Orange—Engineering
Lilac—Dentistry
Drab—Business
Dark Blue—Philosophy
Brown—Fine Arts, Architecture, Interior Design
Golden Yellow—Science
Purple—Law
Green—Medicine
Pink—Music
Citron—Social Work
Light Blue—Education

Gold tassels and black tassels, when worn, indicate degree rather than faculty or major department. Thus gold indicates the Ph.D. degree and black indicates the Master's degree.

Academic dress markedly different from the above description indicates a degree from a foreign university.
Order of Procession and Presentation

GRAND MARSHAL ............................................ Richard Warren Coles
HONORARY GRAND MARSHAL ............................... Viktor Hamburger

FACULTY DIVISIONS
I Chancellor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Chairman of the Senate Council, Speakers, Honorary Degree Recipients, Members of the University Administration
ASSOCIATE GRAND MARSHAL ......................... Joe Freeman Evans

II Members of the Board of Trustees
MARSHAL .................................................. Merl Martin Huntsinger

III Deans and Members of the Faculty
MARSHAL .................................................. Merle Kling

STUDENT MARSHALS
Divisional banners are being carried by the student marshals of each division who wear red and green tassels. Red and green denote the colors of Washington University. The seal on the banners is the official seal of the University and the color denotes the degree.

I Doctor of Philosophy
Doctor of Education
MARSHALS ................................................ Carolyn Sue Gordon
Kenneth Marvin Hamilton

II Master of Arts
Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Arts in Writing
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Science in Speech and Hearing
Master of Music
MARSHALS ................................................ Paul Richard Raabe
Elsie Block Wilkens

III Doctor of Medicine
MARSHALS ................................................ Patrice Ann Leonard
James Francis Zakem

IV Master of Health Administration
MARSHAL .................................................. Charlotte Lehmann

V Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
Bachelor of Science in Physical Therapy
MARSHALS ................................................ Elizabeth Ann Redington
Linda Louise Sargeant

VI Master of Science in Orthodontics
Doctor of Dental Medicine
MARSHAL .................................................. James Michael Whitt
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VII  Master of Laws
    Doctor of Law
    MARSHALS
    Roy Edward Furr, Jr.
    Jeffrey Wayne Morof
    Robert Stephen Weininger

VIII  Master of Social Work
    MARSHALS
    Judith Lynn Hahn
    Suraiya Finck Harris

IX  Master of Fine Arts
    Bachelor of Fine Arts
    MARSHALS
    Catherine Eileen Dolan
    Kathryn June Kirkpatrick

X  Master of Data Processing
    Bachelor of Science
    Bachelor of Science in Speech and Hearing
    Bachelor of Technology
    MARSHALS
    Michael Allan Carter
    Marilyn Jane Hale
    Roger Jerome Shields, Jr.

XI  Master of Business Administration
    Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
    MARSHALS
    Jeffrey Allen Glancy
    Karen Elizabeth Jacke

XII  Master of Architecture and Urban Design
    Master of Architecture
    MARSHAL
    Patricia Lynn Shelby

XIII  Doctor of Science
    Master of Science
    Bachelor of Science (Engineering)
    MARSHALS
    Osama Moustafa El-Shafee
    Norma Joan Gladstone
    Paul Frederick Schroeder
    John Curtis Sommerer

XIV  Bachelor of Arts
    MARSHALS
    Jeffrey Bruce Aaronson
    Debra Julie Brandwein
    Joy Sue Green
    Curtis Loeb
    Floyd Astor Williams, Jr.
    Helen Florence Zimmerly

The asterisk beside a student’s name indicates combined degree recipient.
The recession will follow the same order as the procession.
Order of Exercises

125th ANNIVERSARY FANFARE
FOR BRASS QUINTET, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

By
CHARLES PATRICK MAXWELL OUTWIN

Academic Procession
THE SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL BAND
Directed by
Willie Murry

America
GREGORY LEE POWERS

Student Address
THOMAS MORE COUNTRYMAN
Graduating Senior

Address
WILLIAM HOWARD GASS
Professor of Philosophy
Washington University
“Learning to Talk”

Conferring of Degrees
WILLIAM HENRY DANFORTH
Chancellor of the University

The Alma Mater
GREGORY LEE POWERS

Recession

The audience will please remain seated while the academic procession enters the Quadrangle. At the conclusion of the ceremonies, the audience will remain seated until the procession has left the Quadrangle.
Emeritus Appointments

Each year some members of the Washington University faculty reach the rank of emeritus. Their ability and service, in the classroom and out, has enriched the University and the lives of their students and colleagues. In appreciation for what they have done, we record here the names of those who attain emeritus rank at the end of the academic year 1978-79.

Edward J. Berger
Assistant Professor of Preventive Medicine, part-time
At Washington University since 1973

Arthur Robert Bortnick
Assistant Professor of Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology
At Washington University since 1939

Marian Pfingsten Bryan
Research Instructor in Otolaryngology, part-time
At Washington University since 1953

Alexander Calandra
Professor of Physical Science
At Washington University since 1947

Martin M. Calodney
Assistant Professor of Clinical Pediatrics
At Washington University since 1948

Norman Walter Drey
Instructor in Clinical Medicine
At Washington University since 1967

Axel Reinhold Gronau
Instructor in Clinical Medicine
At Washington University since 1947

Barbara Barrels Hixon
Assistant Professor of Biostatistics in Preventive Medicine, part-time
At Washington University since 1955

Albert William Levi
David May Distinguished University Professor in the Humanities
At Washington University since 1952

Oliver Howe Lowry
Professor of Pharmacology
At Washington University since 1947

Edward Massie
Professor of Clinical Medicine
At Washington University since 1939

Sydney Brown Maughs
Professor of Clinical Psychiatry
At Washington University since 1939

Richard Wesley Maxwell
Instructor in Clinical Medicine
At Washington University since 1943

David Rothman
Associate Professor of Clinical Obstetrics
At Washington University since 1940

Ben Harlan Senturia
Professor of Clinical Otolaryngology
At Washington University since 1938

Donald Lionel Thurston
Professor of Pediatrics
At Washington University since 1946
HONORARY DEGREES

DOCTOR OF FINE ARTS

Alwin Nikolais, revolutionary choreographer and master teacher, became a serious student of the dance in 1937. He studied at the Bennington School of Dance with the great American modern dance pioneers—Martha Graham, Hanya Holm, Doris Humphrey and Charles Weidman. After service in the United States Army, he studied with and became the assistant of Hanya Holm in New York City. Mr. Nikolais became director of the Henry Street Playhouse in 1948. It was there that he established his concept of decentralization as a major emphasis of dance technique and creativity. On this basis he also began his revolutionary concept of multimedia theatre and established the Nikolais Dance Theatre. Today, the Nikolais Dance Theatre performs throughout the world and frequently on television. Mr. Nikolais has received many honors, including two John Simon Guggenheim Fellowships, the Dance Magazine award, the Grand Prix Paris International Festival de Dance, an Emmy award, various critics' committees awards, and ten choreographic commissions from the National Endowment for the Arts. He is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

Germaine Bree, French-born educator and now a distinguished citizen of this country, is Kenan Professor of the Humanities at Wake Forest University. She was decorated with the Bronze Star Medal by the United States Army for her service with the French Army during World War II. In 1952, she received the Chevalier de la Légion d'Honneur for professional accomplishments. Professor Brée graduated from the University of Paris and then studied at Bryn Mawr College, where she later taught for sixteen years. Subsequently, she was chairman of the department of French for a year and, from 1954 to 1960, head of the department of Romance languages at New York University. Professor Brée was Vilas Professor, Institute for Research in the Humanities, at the University of Wisconsin from 1960 to 1973, when she accepted her present position. She has also taught as a Fulbright Professor at King's College (University of London), the University of Southern Australia, and the American University in Cairo. Well known for her many publications, she is a member of numerous professional organizations, including the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Leigh Gerdine, music educator and college administrator, is president of Webster College. Previously, he was Blewett Professor of Music and chairman of the department of music at Washington University from 1950 to 1970. He was awarded a distinguished faculty citation from Washington University in 1965. A musician himself, he studied piano with Louis Kentner in London. Annotator of the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra's program notes for seventeen years, he was also its part-time acting manager from 1965 to 1967. Dr. Gerdine is a member of the boards of directors of the Arts and Education Council of Greater Saint Louis, the Opera Theatre of Saint Louis, and the Saint Louis Symphony Society. He earned the Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of North Dakota in 1938, the Bachelor of Music degree as a Rhodes Scholar from Oxford University in 1940 (later pursuing postdoctoral studies there), and the Doctor of Philosophy degree from the University of Iowa in 1941. During World War II, he received numerous military decorations including the Croix de Guerre from France.
ROY WILKINS, advocate of human rights and champion of freedom and social justice, is executive director emeritus of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). Born in Saint Louis, he grew up in Saint Paul, Minnesota. After earning the Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Minnesota in 1923, he went to work for the Kansas City Call, a weekly newspaper, becoming its managing editor during his eight years on its staff. Since the early thirties, Mr. Wilkins has dedicated his life to the service of his people as a leader of the NAACP. He has served as assistant secretary from 1931 to 1949; administrator, 1950 through April 1955; executive secretary from that date to 1964; and executive director, 1965 to 1977, when he accepted his present post. From 1934 to 1949, Mr. Wilkins was also editor of Crisis, the NAACP’s official publication. At the time of his retirement from active leadership of the NAACP, he also resigned as chairman of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights (LCCR), a position he had held since it was established in 1949. Mr. Wilkins is the recipient of many honors and awards, including the Medal of Freedom and the Joseph Prize for Human Rights.

HAROLD EUGENE EDGERTON, internationally renowned for his scientific achievements in the related fields of stroboscopy and ultra-high-speed photography, is Institute Professor Emeritus in the department of electrical engineering and computer science at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. His pioneering research led to the development of the electronic speed flash and the perfection of stroboscopic lights which enable cameras to record movements too fast for the human eye to perceive. Also a designer of underwater photographic equipment, he is consultant to deep-sea explorer Captain Jacques-Yves Cousteau. His recent research on the uses of sonar in archaeology and geology aided in the discovery of the long-lost Civil War ship, the U.S.S. Monitor. Professor Edgerton is the recipient of the medal of the Royal Photographic Society in London, the Potts Medal from the Franklin Institute, and the United States Medal of Freedom. He completed his undergraduate work at the University of Nebraska, and earned the Master of Science and Doctor of Science degrees from Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
SAMUEL MILTON NABRIT, scientist, educator, and administrator, is executive director of the Southern Fellowships Fund and the National Fellowships Fund, both operating agencies of the Council of Southern Universities. For twenty-three years beginning in 1932, he was professor of biology and chairman of the department of biology at Atlanta University. Dr. Nabrit was dean of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences from 1947 to 1955. During the next decade, he served as the second president of Texas Southern University. While there, he was honored with appointments by two Presidents of the United States of America. President Dwight D. Eisenhower named him to the National Science Board; President Lyndon B. Johnson invited him to serve on the Atomic Energy Commission. He left the University in 1966 to join the Commission. The following year, he began administering the Funds while serving on the boards of directors of numerous educational institutions and as a member of important governmental organizations. Dr. Nabrit received the Bachelor of Science degree from Morehouse College, and the Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy degrees from Brown University.

DANIEL NATHANS, scientist and educator, was one of three winners of the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine last year. He was honored for his research which proved that by using "site-specific restriction enzymes," DNA, the complex genetic material of cells, can be chemically cleaved into small, specific fragments, which are useful. Dr. Nathans earned the Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Delaware in 1950, and received the medical degree from Washington University School of Medicine four years later. He completed his internship and residency at Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center in New York City. Dr. Nathans also did postdoctoral work at the National Cancer Institute in Bethesda, Maryland, and at Rockefeller University in New York City. Affiliated with Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine since 1962, he is now professor of microbiology and director of its department of microbiology. Dr. Nathans spent 1969 in Israel at the Weizmann Institute of Science. He received the Selman Waksman Award in Microbiology in 1967, and the National Academy of Sciences United States Steel Foundation Award in Molecular Biology in 1976. Dr. Nathans has published more than seventy-five scientific papers, and has been a member of the editorial board of the Journal of Molecular Biology since 1972.
The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

Candidates Presented by
Ralph Ernest Morrow, Ph.D., Dean

Doctor of Philosophy
May 18, 1979

In Anatomy
*Mitchael G Estridge

In Biological Sciences
(Plant Biology)
William Francis Curtis

In Biological Sciences
(Cellular, Developmental and Systemic Biology)
Daniel Hansburg
*Roger Matthew Perlmutter
*Ken Donald Pischel
Jonathan Rager Seals

In Biology
George Ignacio Viamontes

In Biological Sciences
(Evolutionary Biology and Ecology)
Michael Jay Zimmerman

In Chemistry
Roy Leon Lewis

In Comparative Literature
Carol Rakita Arenberg
In Education
Margaret Weis Cohen
Kathleen Ann Denst
Marion Dane Manis
Jeffrey Edward Porter

In English and American Literature
Adrian Woods Frazier

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Russell Alexander Berman

In History
Richard Arthur Lauderbaugh
Charles Piehl

In Mathematics
Carolyn Sue Gordon

In Molecular Biology
Louis Wai-Ying Lim

In Music
Michael David Fleming
David Ritchie Hunsberger

In Philosophy
Dennis Michael Temple

In Physiology and Biophysics
*Fredric Austin Gorin

In Psychology
Philip Benjamin De Vries, Jr.
David Robert Dietrich
Timothy Tompkins Hawley
Phyllis Jennifer Oster
Bernard Jacob Sladen

In Social Work
Marcia H Lange
Robert Lee Pierce
Baruch David Shulem

In Sociology
Leland Bernard Cohen
December 21, 1978

In Anthropology
Jeanne Renou Chesanow
Jih Chang Chester Hsieh

In Biological Chemistry
Michael Lee Moore

In Biological Sciences
(Molecular Biology)
John William Jacobs

In Biological Sciences
(Plant Biology)
David Edward Boufford
Ellen Louise Simpson
Malcolm Augustus Smith IV

In Economics
Edmundo Olvera Acosta
Robert Paul Goodman
Karl Neil Hella

August 18, 1978

In Anatomy
Randall Lyle Given

In Biological Chemistry
Grant Alan Bitter
Donald Wayne Pettigrew

In Biology
Robert Karel Montgomery

In Business Administration
Jack R Blann

In Chemistry
James Mrozack, Jr.

In Comparative Literature
Gilbert Edward Kennedy

In Economics
Stuart Brian Dorsey
Charles Melvin Gray
Norman Eric Weiss

In Education
Robert Michael Carney
Robert Marvin Toepper

In History
Dennis Clark Dickerson
Abraham Gilam
Kenneth Marvin Hamilton
Joanne Fox Przeworski

In Music
Norma Doris Pohl

In Psychology
Blas Espinoza-Varas
Donal Gene Sinex

In Social Work
Joan Kay Hashimi
Michie Hesselbrock

In Sociology
Allen Eugene Wagner

In English
Agnes Mavis Bonney
Gerald Hurst Cooper
Margaret Movshin Criscuola

In German
Ingrid Eggers

In History
Philip Curtis Davis
John Kendell Graham
Johanna S R Mendelson
Alma Rene Williams

In Mathematics
Abdelouahab El Kohen
Lu-Peji Liao
Henry Williams

In Molecular Biology
Lawrence Joseph Reitzer
In Music
Daniel William Goodell
James Francis Mabry III

In Neurobiology
Nancy Jean Mangini
Brent B Stanfield

In Pathology
Howard Brent Clark
Richard Robert White

In Pharmacology
Steven Henry Herrmann

In Philosophy
Robert Feleppa
Daniel Rothbart

In Physics
Janet Brown

In Physiology and Biophysics
Jonathan Howard Siegel
Eric Marc Wakshull

In Psychology
William Mark Behrendt
Betsy Ann Gard
Barbara Kathryn Talent

In Sociology
Margaret A Bortner
Robert Ernest McAulay
Carolyn Emerson Needleman

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
May 18, 1979

Curtis Daniel Duncan
Melba Schroyer Milak

MASTER OF ARTS
May 18, 1979

In Anthropology
Niki Rose Clark

In Art and Archaeology
Janice T Schall

In Asian Studies
Panhatai Auapinyakul

In Biological Sciences
Robert Jon Rose

In Chemistry
Yue-Shen Chen
James Bernard Dunbar, Jr.
K Sujith Kumar
Jeffrey Alan Levine
Cheng-Tung Lin
Eric Ching-Lin Ma
Pamela Kay Rush
Lily L Su
I-Ping Wang
Robert Francis Woodward
Hsiang-Lin Yu

In Classics
Paul Richard Raabe
In Comparative Literature
Margaret D Simonton

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Kathryn Lynn Payne

In Economics
Nancy Anne Causino
Stanley Li-Chuan Chen
Bradley Steven Jolson
Jan Alison Lipson
John Winston Mayo
Charles Elliott Post
Stephen Charles Sheppard
Chris Peter Varvares
Augustine C J Yu

In Education
Phyllis Regina Burch
Stephanie Mary Stokes

In English and American Literature
Phillip Douglas Atteberry
Jeanne Fogler Gremaud
Marcia Louise Robertson
David Louis Russell Sanjek

In German – Scandinavian Studies Area
Petra Andrea Mergenthaler

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Thomas Gerhard Bühler
Juergen Hans Schneider

In History
Robert Salasin
Kenneth Hugh Winn

In Mathematics
Bo-Yuan Chiu
*Philip Isaac Harrington
*Tim Joshua Steger

In Music
Vicki Lynn Eaklor
Christopher Dale Meister
Charles Patrick Maxwell Outwin

In Philosophy
Debra Ann Aidun
Thomas Patrick Rardin
David Robinson
George Clement Stubbs
Jesse Taylor, Jr.
Carlos Cesar Verdugo

In Physics
Dale Richard Heysse
Patrick Henry Johnston
Daniel Joseph Leopold
Jack Grigsby Mottley
Robert Michael Panoff

In Political Science
Daniel Bernard Abrahams
Douglas Edward Borg
Francis Norman Kopel
Cathy Morris Kurlan
Michael N J Nydén
Florence Viola Sinclair
December 21, 1978

In Psychology
Elaine Pautler McCammon

In Sociology
Clifford Lee Brown, Jr.
Jonathan Lewis Goldberg
Deborah Lynn McDaniel
Kay Janet Oehler
Suzanne Staggenborg

In Statistics
Michael Arthur Province

In Anthropology
Mary Markwell Crain

In Art and Archaeology
Judith Walker Mann

In Asian Studies
Patricia Ann Seitz

In Biological Sciences
Elizabeth Stanton Cosbey

In Chemistry
Lih-Ching Chu
George Chou Mei

In Comparative Literature
Hwei-en Chiang

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Leanna Simmons Bridgett

In Economics
Mark Halsey Bonebrake
Philip Israilevich
Ming-Ruey Kao
Fa-Chin Liang
Salim Abdallah Saade
Jose Vicente Sanabria

In English and American Literature
Katherine Lee Thurmond

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Leslie Allen Adelson
Barton Benjamin Byg
Susan M Stevenson
Ingrid Christine Weigand
Herbert Alexander Weinryb

In Music
Boris Frumson

In Political Science
Joan Kay Ronnenkamp
Gary Craig Turley

In Psychology
Frederick Garth Falker
Jila Moaddab

In Technology and Human Affairs
Mary Deborah Wallace
In Anthropology
Charles Andrew Hoffman III

In Asian Studies
William Edward Deal

In Chemistry
Syamal Kanti Bhattacharya
Chong-King Lian
Chang Hwan Rhee

In Education
Harriet Jane Cuddy
Mary Elizabeth Harris

In English
Carol Jane Sklenicka
Constance Victoria Tanski

In French
Serena Rachels Baieiev

In German-Scandinavian Studies
Holger Hans Duerr

In History
Lee Gardner Gersch

In Mathematics
Joel Lewis Levy
Raymond Bradley Lord

In Philosophy
Paul Yamada

In Physics
Mark Ernest Gunggoll
Edwin Ernest Nothdurft
Phong Binh Phung

In Political Science
Judith Bash Cooperman
Maryska Svatava Suda

In Psychology
Mark Paul Terk

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING

May 18, 1979

Ellen Adele Gomez

MASTER OF ARTS IN WRITING

May 18, 1979

Suzanne Ellen Cleary
Alina Maria Rivero
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

May 18, 1979

Ruth Lorraine Ambruster
June Louise Becht
Lynn Maureen Bjorkgren
Donna Morris Brand
Kathlyn Elizabeth Coleman
Mary Joanne Doyle
Cheryl Ann Epstein
Virginia Vaughan Fagerberg
Carolyn Janice Friberg
Annette Louise Gohagan
Jeffrey Logan Hammonds
Patricia Ann Jacobi
Barbara Christine Johnson
George Lee Judy
Antonia F Kodner
Victoria Jane Kozak
Mary Beatrice Marecek
Ben Lamar McDavid
Gloria Perry Mitchell

Scott Mitchell
Mary Judith K Parker
Kathleen Hyde Quest
Mary Jo Milton Sacco
Aaron Sardell
Jermal Leon Seward
Marseda Elizabeth Sherman
Anne McNamara Shinn
Shirley Herbert Simmons
Judith Ann Skinker
Karen K Stein
Susan Stewart
Jane Elizabeth Taszarek
Robin Lynn Ude
Jeff W Vordriede
Nathaniel Max Watlington
Ann K Wiethuchter
Elsie Block Wilkens
Ellen Wyman

December 21, 1978

Carol Ann Blanpied
Barbara N Bratton
Nancy F Davis
Maria Ann Digrispino
Marilou Harper
Vangine Louise Leedy

Judith Ann McLear
Janet Marie Messenger
Shirley Mae Bird Nelson
Colleen Gorman Schwend
Arthur William Stumpf
Joan Marilyn Weinberg

August 18, 1978

Frances Wright Bailey
Sharon Renee Barnes
Ilana Bialecki
Susan Delores Boehme
Diane Y Bohnert
Kevin William Brennan
Alice Jean Briskel
Charles Robert Brown
Mary Ann Colombatto
Mary Katheryn Cosgrove
Gloria Jean Davis
Mark Joseph Drury
Gary Lee Dwyer
Ellen Joanne Fassold

Marie Josefa Frei
Mary Frances Gaines
Kathleen Helen Garrity
Sandra Kaplan Greenberg
Gayle K Grommet
Donna Martin Heine
Patricia Ann Heskes
Janet Evelyn Hoisington
Jason Edward Holmes, Jr.
Elizabeth Tiemann Howard
Elaine Delores Hrysko
Ethel Jean Irvin
Doris Ann Kerley
Judith Cecelia Kreitner
Judith Elaine Kreitzer
Susan McGuire Kusama
Patricia Dianne Latta
Alice E Mack
Gloria Dean Mansager
Dorothy Koessel McCarthy
Barbara Ann Metz
Mary Kathleen O'Brien
James Edward Otto
Jerry Ray Phillips
James Kenneth Pontal
Donna Marie Quinn
Erlaine Brewer Rayburn
Michael Benjamin Roberts
Angela Kaye Sevier
Mary Ann Shortal
Paula Ann Smith
Daniel Gregory Sohn
Robin Nori Stone
Anita Jo Taylor
Lillie Taylor
Deborah Caroline Vinceri
Patricia Nan Vine
Walter Henry Wallace
Shirley M Wilson
Rosalie G Wood
Ruth L Wood
Jim Dale Woolf

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING
May 18, 1979

Mary Ruth Denvir
Ellen Lee Estes
Thomas Michael Frank
Zarita Caplan Hack
Arthur Stephen Johnston
Marcelle Masha Karstaedt
Karen Ryan Kupper
Robert Arthur Loomis
Patricia Lee Mainhardt
Sue Ann Ostergaard
Lori Anne Stein
Robin Ilene Vinitsky

MASTER OF MUSIC
May 18, 1979

Lawrence Arthur Doebler
Bonnie Nissen Harstad
Raymond Jones, Jr.
Allison J Nalesnik
Douglas Edwin Weeks

August 18, 1978

Patricia Ann Mundy

ADVANCED GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION
August 18, 1978

Penny Karla Peterson-Holmes
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THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
MORRIS KENTON KING, M.D., Dean

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

May 18, 1979

Alice Dee Ackerman
Brent Terry Allen
Dale J Anderson
Thomas John Armbruster
Augustine Kwadwo Attiah
Susan Kay Babcock
Frank Ernest Barber
Kendall Howard Barker
John E Bartmess
William Edward Beatie
Robert Edmond Bechtold
Richard Edwin Bell
Christopher Frederick Blodi
Stephen Kent Bradly
Kurt Jeffrey Brotherson
Stephanie Cardell Brown
David Duane Brusven
Gerald Arthur Burger, Jr.
George Alan Chaitkin
Jeffrey Peter Cichon
John Ross Clark
Jeffrey Dean Coe
Robert Emmet Connor
Debra Lynn Cook
Jeffrey Lloyd Craver
Mark Richard Dambro
Lee Bryan Darrah III
Renée Carol Demers
Neil Mark Derechin
Jack Peter DiMarco
David Patrick Dooley
Thomas Lee Dumler
*Michael G Estridge
Thomas Bruce Ferguson, Jr.
Ralph Alan Fillingame
Robert Frank Findlay
Leslie E Fishman
William Elton Fitts
Sandy Lewis Fogel
William Jacob Forstate
John Raymond Frame
Scott Jay Frankel
William Allen Fricke
Kenneth Stan Friedman
Arista Garnes
Michael Kara Georgieff

John Ragan Gibson
Andrew Kemper Goodman
*Fredric Austin Gorin
Charles R Grassie
Erik Martin Gregorie
Donald Wayne Gregory
John Stephen Hanson
Kenneth Robert Hoffman
Cecil James Holliman
David Chung Kuen Hu
Danny Odell Jacobs
Arthur Ruebin James
Bruce Robert Johnson
Kathryn Joyce Johnston
Theodore Kaczmar, Jr.
Gene Gary Karwoski
Michael Bryant Kimmey
Gregory Steven King
Patrick Holt King
Susan Elizabeth Kolb
Bruce Alan Kraemer
Steve Edward Kunkel
Steven David Langguth
Robert Allen Larsen
Patrice Ann Leonard
Nancy Doan Leslie
Kathy Jung-Mei Liu
Frances Ann Lloyd
Gail Irene Lowenstein
Robert Herluf Lund, Jr.
Chris R Maret
Diana Lee Marquardt
Kenneth Howard Melman
Brian Scott Mercer
*Joseph Paul Miletich
Edward Charles Miller
Carol Marie Mitchell
Bruce Albert Molitoris
John Joseph Mulroy, Jr.
Nancy Beth New
Donald Andrew Opila
James Wilson Owen III
Timothy John Patton
*Roger Matthew Perlmutter
Stephen Lester Piercy
Ken Donald Pischel
Stephen Douglas Ratchiffe
David Edward Robinson
Raymond Alan Roden
Robert David Rosenberg
David Paul Rowell
Mary Anne Rudloff
William Craig Sando
Robert Lynn Sayre
Philip John Schmitt
Marlys E Schuh
Kenneth N Scissors
Mark Richard Secor
Martin Robert Shapiro
Steven Elliott Sheffner
Margaret Ann Shipp
Barbara Rose Shoback
Barry Jay Sidorow
Howard Jay Silverman
Gary Mark Smith
Cynthia Gerry Sortwell
Lorenzo Spratt

George Nicholas Stergis
Richard Kent Stiverson
Catherine Hyde Stuart
Richard Henry Sundermann, Jr.
Erik Earl Swensson
Wanda Tyronne Terrell
John Stanley Thalgott
Anne Carla Trout
Daniel Carl Weaver
Craig John Wehrli
James Barry Weinstein
Gregory Gerhardt Weltin
Barry Kent Vershil
Dawn Elaine Wheeler

Brock Poston Whittenberger
Gary Alan Willer
William Turney Williams
Thomas Seth Winokur
Jeffrey Mason Wright
Shirley Yeh
James Francis Zakem

December 21, 1978

David Scott White

August 18, 1978

Howard Brent Clark
John Joseph Dann III

Jimmie L Thompson

MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

May 18, 1979

Carl Frederick Abdalian
Lawrence Edmonds Acker
Thomas F Barry, Jr.
Donald Eric Beste
Dennis Wood Brown
Larry Dean Diamond
Jeffrey Michael Fried
Sister Catherine Glim
James Allen Goldmann
Marcie Gale Gordon
Terri Sue Grider
Harper S Jackson
Ian Andrew Kling
Charlotte Lehmann

Keith Jeffrey Levy
Richard Allan Linneberger
Akachukwu Obinna Mbanugo
James Patrick McKenna
William McRee Patterson
Thomas Edvin Pohlmann
Phillip Edward Prosser
David Lewis Ramsey
Mary Alice Ryan
Robert Lee Shircliff
Peter John Whalen
Mark Seth Wiener
Phillip Michael Zsoldos
December 21, 1978

Richard Lee Allen
Galen M Cooper
Debra Wohlschlaeger Kling

Sister Marjorie Shelvy
Wendy Martin Wells

August 18, 1978

Eric Christopher Andersson

Randy Gelb

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 18, 1979

Sandra M Arunski
Nancy Jo Bloom
Amy J Brown
Sharon Kay Danner
Susan Elise DeJean
Ann Elizabeth Dowling
Deborah Susan Eimer
Terry Ann Ellis
Catherine Spademan Fletcher
Mary Susan Kathrine Fox
Catherine Mary Genetti
Stephanie Robin Green
Cynthia Kathryn Haffner
Dvorah T Hirsch
*Patricia A Jordan
Cynthia Lynne Kavan

Cheryl Eilene Keshner
Catherine Mary Koziol
Susan Shayne Kugman
Beth Lyman Marshall
Jane Carol Imbrigiotta McGregor
Joan Marie Naylor
Mary Rita Nickol
Elizabeth Ann Redington
Natalie Sue Rimerman
Zanetta Theresia Rowe
Elizabeth Jolley Rutledge
Cathy Abrams Specter
Rebecca Lee Vail
Sharon Rose Waldmann
Katharina Zollinger

December 21, 1978

Mary Beth Stamper
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

May 18, 1979

Kristina Lynn Azbell
Rona Johnstone Cormack
Mary Katharine Creighton
Danna Davis
Mary Alice Duhme
Diana Lynn Eichelkraut
Susan Engle
Deborah Jean Freund
Joan Muellner Gabel
Janine Marie Jordan

Mary Elizabeth Martin
Michael Jeffery Mueller
Margaret Elaine Olson
Marilyn Carrol Rubin
Karen Margaret Samuelson
Linda Louise Sargeant
Debra Ann Showalter
Jan Taylor
Lisa Jo Weber

August 18, 1978

Karen Lynn Theel

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
GEORGE DEVER SELFRIDGE, D.D.S., Dean

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ORTHODONTICS

August 18, 1978

Emerick Michael Huber

June 21, 1978

Joseph Hall Higginson
James Campbell Love
Marisol Jaime Martinez

James Arthur Reed
Michael Richard Shultz

DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

May 18, 1979

Perdita Denise Jay

James Michael Whitt
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### December 21, 1978

Thomas Lim Chong  
Margaret Ann Harmon  

Michael Joseph McGowan  
Michael Forman Rubin

### August 18, 1978

Robert Arthur Aumann, Jr.  
Richard Citron  
Robert Darol Crabtree

Joyce Andrea Hagin  
Jeffrey Lee Haium

### June 21, 1978

**cum laude**

John Sullivan Bond  
Mark Emory Diehl  
John Richard Landgraf

Nelson David Lasiter  
James Michael Startzell

### June 21, 1978

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sandra Paige Andrews</th>
<th>Jeffery Raymond Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Barnhurst</td>
<td>Sims Wendel Lowry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Norman Bitter</td>
<td>Michael Frederick Lyons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Keven Braegger</td>
<td>Tsun Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Harold Bresler</td>
<td>James Patrick McCarthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanna Esther Bresler</td>
<td>Charles Arthur Mehl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard William Carr, Jr.</td>
<td>Albert Michael Mina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Alan Cliff</td>
<td>Arthur Joseph Misischia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion Louise Davidson</td>
<td>Raymond Ming Moy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Franklin Dornsife II</td>
<td>Ralph Fridolin Parkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Buchanan Drew</td>
<td>Dennis Alan Parrott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Lee Emanuel</td>
<td>Lorin Dean Peterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Paul Feeley</td>
<td>Gerald Stewart Phipps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Albert Felt</td>
<td>Kevin Dalton Pine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Philip Ferris</td>
<td>Anthony Hung-to Poon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freddie Michael Fromm</td>
<td>Grant Orson Quayle, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franklin Minoru Fukuda</td>
<td>Robert Terry Rizzuti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Albert Guinn</td>
<td>Roy Lester Robbins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally Keys Hebert</td>
<td>Ted Michael Rosner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Wilson Hershey</td>
<td>Earl Asher Sandroff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terence Edwin Hickey</td>
<td>Robert Carl Schellentrager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randall Scott Hiltner</td>
<td>Russell Glenn Seamons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Haruto Hirata</td>
<td>Harvey Norman Silverman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Richard Hoersch</td>
<td>Marianne Ruth Spamer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Paul Italiano</td>
<td>Steven David Swerdlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Irwin Karlsberg</td>
<td>Bruce Jay Tandy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Anderson King</td>
<td>Steven Wayne Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irene Annie Oi Yee Ku</td>
<td>Edward Randal Tierney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Joseph Kurkowski</td>
<td>Michael Bruce Trager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Ellis Latner</td>
<td>Kenneth Ross Wehrenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Randall Layer</td>
<td>Miles Leo Wilhelm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Mark Levy</td>
<td>Walter Edward Zabriskie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn Gary Lew</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Candidates Presented by
EDWARD THADDEUS FOOTE, LL.B., Dean

MASTER OF LAWS

May 18, 1979

Bertha J Carlos
David Michael Cook
David Joseph Duez
Thomas James Gaughen
Bernard Watson Gerdelman
Carl Samuel Goode
Michael Edward Hennessy

David Theodore Karzon, Jr.
Patrick Bischof Mathis
James Douglas Miller
Ninion S Riley
William Sitzer
George Russell Stanton, Jr.
Harvey L Yusman

DOCTOR OF LAW

May 18, 1979

Kenneth V Anderson, Jr.
Robert A Arcovio
Dean Paul Arthur
Bruce Jay Baker
James Everett Baker
Mitchell Baker
Michael Robert Bamvakais
Lois J Baseman
Ira Leonard Blank
John Allen Blumenfeld, Jr.
Robert Brian Bodzin
Gary D Bollinger
Mala Jo Bridwell
Josephine Goode Brown
Linda T Brown
Mitchell Earl Burack
Lisa Martha Camel
James Edward Carmichael
Howard Neil Cayne
Mark Bruce Clevenger
Matthew Wampach Cockrell
Robert Frederick Cohn
Richard Alan Cooper

Mark Steven Corman
William A Crump, Jr.
James Forrest Berkeley Daniels
Scott Laurence David
Paul Robert De Muro
Joseph Cono DiPaola
Gail Lynn Donnelly
Karen Witte Duros
Jeffrey Lee Elegant
Thomas Clinton Erb
Leslie Ann Fagadou
Paul Sidney Festenstein
Frank F Fowle
Thomas H Fraerman
Roy Edward Furr, Jr.
*Virginia Hess Gaddy
John Felix Garziglia
John Selby Gottlieb
Patricia Ann Greenfield
Harry Greensfelder III
*Robert Alan Greising
Connie M Hager
James Andrew Hanlon
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Michael David Hepner
Debra Ellen Herzog
Charles Frederick Hickox III
Christopher B Hitchcock
Mark David Hockman
John William Ichord
Gary Edward Jenkins
Janet Jeorgina Johnson
Jonathan E Joseph
Ronald Joel Kaden
Mary H Karr
Mark Kaufman
Debbi L Klopman
Donald Lee Kohl
Robert Alan Kohn
Deborah Chait Korenblat
Mark Willis Kramer
*Emil Alfred Krueger
John Andrew Lehner
Jane E Leonard
Steven Lowe Leonard
Roger Jeffrey Lerner
Marc Stephen Levin
Mark Howard Levison
Marcia Lohmann Luecke
Richard Joseph Magee
*Marshall McDonald III
Steven Alan Miller
Andrew Joseph Miofsky
*Nancy Jean Molland
Jeffrey Wayne Morof
Douglas Alan Muck
Michael Steven Mussman
Holly Nacht
Neal Allyn Nichols
John Franklin Niles
Daniel Gerard O'Donnell
Robert Craig O'Neal
Joseph Mark Oglander
Gregory M Osburn
Mark Anthony Pallardy
Mark David Pasewark
Edward Lee Patton
Elizabeth Anne Pava
William Carroll Perkins
Jeremiah Lawrence Phelan, Jr.
*Harold Barry Pomerantz
Michael Ray Postar
Joel Edward Resnick
Mary Ilza Richardson
Rebecca Sue Riddell
Judith Ellen Rivlin
Michael Robert Roseberry
Janice Kay Rosenberg
Robert Allan Rosin
David Manuel Schuster
Ellen Leslie Schutz
Donald David Schwartz
Irwin Nathan Shapell
Kimberly Ann Shaw
Robert Morrow Shaw
John Kevin Sheehan
Gerald B Shelton, Jr.
David Andrew Shifrin
Sheldon Allen Silver
Norman H Silverman
Beth Susan Slavet
Susan Marie Sleeter
Victoria Middleton Spann
David Nobil Middleton Spann
John Henry Stanley
*Judy Davis Steele
Frederick Macondray Steiger
Robert Eric Steinberg
Mary G Stolar
William Howard Strang
Jonathan Strauss
John Lawrence Sullivan
*John Charles Susko
*Felice Marsha Taub
Linnea Esther Thompson
Peter Gordon Thompson
Peter Russell Thompson, Jr.
*Thomas H Thorelli
Donald William Tripp
John Martin Truelove
Stephen Clarence Turley
Donald Wayne Urban
Rosalynn Van Heest
Michael Angelo Vitale
Mark Steven Voelpel
Nancy L Wagner
William Harry Wagner
Robert Stephen Weininger
Thomas Lance Williams
Michael Eric Wise
Robert Joseph Wormser
Jeanne Michelle Zeiger
Ruth Miriam Zimmerman
December 21, 1978

Andrew Thomas Bauman  
Susan Neely Bodan  
Jill Meryl Brown  
Marjorie Lee Cane  
Geraldine Frank  
Bruce Jay Gluckman  
Richard Mark Goldstein  
Lawrence Stephen Harris  
Richard Charles Houck  
Barbara Sue Joiner  

Jay Ku  
Caleb Joseph Melamed  
Craig David Nelson  
Robert Thomas Peterson  
Phyllis Stewart Schlafly  
Norman Clemens Steimel III  
John Andrew Steninger  
Kristi Louise Vaiden  
Joy Allison Wolf

August 18, 1978

Jonathan Marc Davidson  
Susan P Haag  
Beverly B Mann  

Maria R Rosendo  
Frederick Carl Toelle

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Candidates Presented by  
SHANTI KUMAR KHINDUKA, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

May 18, 1979

Marjorie S Adis  
James Newcomb Allen  
Terrell Anne Allen  
Ellen Sue Alton  
Wendy Fran Auslander  
David L Bagent  
Mary Ann Baumann  
Howard Benson Becker  
Deborah London Berg  
Cathy Michele Blum  
Celia M R Blum  
Mary Diane Bowman  
Lyn L Bradney  
Judith Tamara Brenner  
Susan M Bridges  
Elissa Beth Brown  

Steven Fred Brownstein  
Elinor B Burstine  
John Stephen Carpenter  
Verner Carr  
Julie Anne Chipman  
Paul Walker Clarke  
Henry Aaron Cohen  
Ruth Ellen Cohen  
Nancy Lee Conover  
Stephen Wayne Crowe  
Kerry K Delk  
M Sue Duberstein  
Ronnie Ellen Ehrenberg  
Harriet Lea Elish  
Natalie Feder  
Marla Patrice Ferguson
December 21, 1978

Jocleta Dalton Allen
Diane Louise Bishop
Susan Beth Borstein
Thomas James Brazill
Jana Beth Brilliant
Lezlie Brown
Roger Lee Browning
Carole L Burk
Diane Ellen Burns
Chu-Ju Chen
Mavis Muraiwa Chimbumu
Gil Ho Choi
Roi Crouch
Amy Pelham Earle
David Carl Eisen
Pamela Parker Eliason
Kathryn Gail Ellis
Susan Ervin
Rosario Rafaelina Espinal
Thomas C Ewell
Laurie Jean Falk
Sarah Moore Fowler
*Geraldine Frank
Frannie Beth Friedman
Sarah Lucyle Frisa
Robert Edward Goldberg
Jerry Goldiez
Donna Nancy Gross
Zinene Bernard Gumede
Carol Yvonne Harris
Mary Christina Hodgson
Jean Janklow
Joan Joachimsthal
Jamie Ellen Kanfer
Janice Lee Killingsworth
Deborah Anne Kinmonth
Ernest Thomas Kulas
Cynthia Enkelmann Leisse
Hope Heller Levinson
Joy Faith Mehmokaku
Susan Cats Merrick
Patricia Estelle Meyer
Floyd Kenneth Mitchell
Lisa Karen Mueske
Denise Snell Napoli
Lee Elizabeth Niceley
Christine Doris Nyberg
Terry Laronoye Page
Barrie Rose Parkus
Sarah Pentlarger
Patricia O'Grady Rhiver
Anne Richtman
Eva Silvana Rossi
Beth Ann Sadowsky
Vicki Ellen Salvin
Lillian Gatewood Schaefer
Carol Louise Schef
Richard R Schlegel, Jr.
Marian Ruth Schneider
Gregory Robert Scott
Kathryn Kiesel Scott
Edward B Shaw
Linda Carol Shubow
Karen Lea Soltes
Rose Ann Stern
Karen Lynn Ventriglia
Catherine Ellen Wade
Ellen Patrice Wakasa
William Anthony Wolff
Richard Scott Zuch

August 18, 1978

Samuel Peter Agere
Marvin Carnell Arnold
Sandra Jo Becker-Warden
Ronnie Beth Chalek
Vicki J Devenport
Hamida Begum Ghafoor
Donna Gail Goldstone
David Paul Haley
Dorothy Sunderraj James
Rose Marie Johnson
Michael Henry Klein
Stuart Lee Marcus
Ivy-Joy Setiloane Mavuso
Swaraj Ponnappa
Peter Alan Robben
Debra Denise Snow
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Candidates Presented by
ROGER I. DESROSIOERS, B.F.A., M.F.A., Dean

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

May 18, 1979

Louise Carol Baptiste
John Arthur Bartels
Catherine Eileen Dolan
Marjorie Susan Joffe
Paul William Kaiser
Richard Halstead Lloyd
Margaret Helen McAdams

Robert L Moskowitz
Joyce N Ryan
Lise Tamara Sharfin
Karen Ann Shaylor
Theodore Robert McCorkel Smith
Nanon Adair Weidmann

December 21, 1978

Timothy Craig Eberle

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

May 18, 1979

Alexander Mark Adelman
Denise Ann Allen
Margaret Jean Armour
Gwendolyn Askew
Cynthia Anne Balderson
Barton Donald Bjorneberg
Carla Gratia Brandberg
Vivian Brill
Carol Ann Caciolo
Frank Anthony Carone
Matthew James Collins
Suzanne Marie Connelly
Edward Clifford Corno
Leslie Jean Croop
Samuel Daniels
Kenneth Carter Draim
Suzanne Marie Filippine
Loni Garfield

* Arlene Elizabeth Gilberg
Marcia Anne Gilbert
Nancy Lisa Golden
Sandra Michelle Gutin
Melissa Ann Jacoby
Phillip Gale Jarvis

Irene Kaufman
Cheryl Anne Kelly
Mary Boyle Kinsella
Kathryn June Kirkpatrick
Joan Ellen Klein
Ginger L Levant
Virginia Lynn Danzeisen Levy
John Harrison MacDonald
Keith Arnold Martin
Margaret H McCann
Christopher Martin Merwin
Jennifer Ann Miller
Gina Marie Parker
Susan Mary Paszkiewicz
Michael Anthony Pierzynski
Joel Michael Plotch
Sherie E Pollack
Pamela Joy Potter
Donald Brian Powley
Ruth Anne Resnicow
Rochelle Deborah Rzepka
Dragoslav Scepanovic
John David Schirmer
Claire K Seng
Randi Hill Shenkel
Nancy Jean Solovic
Jeanne Adria Boehme Sturim
Micheal Keith Sutherlin
Pennie Ellen Swolsky
Ginny Beth Sykes
Marsha Kay Terry
Alden Holloway Thayer

Jennifer Townsend
David Frey Utiger
Amy Louise Weiskopf
Holly Anne Whitney
Janice Joanne Williams
Alyson G Wolens
Angela Denise Wright

December 21, 1978

Raymond William Lawson

August 18, 1978

William Reed Weidner

THE SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

Candidates Presented by
RICHARD JOHN BATT, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF DATA PROCESSING

May 18, 1979

Michael Lee Austin
Michael Allan Carter
Joseph Berry Cohen
Melvin Michael Griffith

José Miguél Mora, Sr.
Steven Alan Rosenfeld
Byrd Shepherd
Mark Xavier Stratman

December 21, 1978

Robert Joseph Bockskopf
James Richard Chmielowiec

Larry Lee Patzer
James Felix Turner
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

May 18, 1979

Ricky E Albertson
Deborah Priscilla Altis
David Paul Aufdembrink
Richard James Bable
Martha Elizabeth Ballentine
Larry Dale Bayliss
Dale Eugene Beasley
John William Beezley
James Henry Bidleman
Floyd Jasper Brown
James Vail Brown
Kathryn Ann Bruton
Gerald Joseph Bush
Patsy Ann Butler
Alma Catherine Canterbury-Sneed
Susan Ann Chadbourne
Arnold Lee Cole
Judy Lee Cook
Carroll Elmer Counts
Michael Cox
Laurie Marie Domke
James Daniel Downey
James Edward Faulkner
Richard J Frazier
Janice Theresa Gasway
Edward Neil Gholson
Deborah Paula Gould
Kirk D Gregory
Ronald Arthur Guentz
Norman Henry Hansen
Roy Jacob Hartmann
Daniel Hatch
James Edward Hoeller
Edward August Hoering III
Glen Francis Horton
Phyllis Claire Jerome
Robert Elwood Joseph, Jr.
Nancy Ann Kantor
Ruth Nadine Kelly
Robert John Klasener
Edward Joseph Knoll

Truman Dale Koehler
Gerald Francis Krug
Donald Arthur Lange
Renée Leland
Gerald Joseph Lipsinsky
David James Litschgi
Robin Noel Lovely
William Emanuel Manz
Byron Lynn Martin
Winifred Hamilton Martin
Robert John Matschiner
Maureen Ann McGrath
Barbara Lee McGuire
William Douglas Meyer
Robert L Miller
Russell Eugene Miller
Bette Colombo Miriani
Edward Michael Moix
Eleanor Johnson Moore
William Joshua Patton
Gwendolyn Elise Miller Petty
Thomas Michael Powell
Lonnie J Pullum, Jr.
Julie Grote Rogers
Thomas Clay Rogers, Jr.
Joyce Pauline Rudolph
Paul Steven Sams
Bruce Herbert Schwaegel
Philip Neal Sharp
Robert James Shields
Robert James Short
Richard Joseph Simpher
Jerry Lynn Smith
Elizabeth Ann Springfield
Victor Lee Thebeau
Michael Joseph White
Roger William Wilson
Sharon Lee Winkler
Paul Charles Zacher
David Robert Ziegler

December 21, 1978

William Lee Asbury
Loren Willard Bannister
Charles Lincoln Bender III
Frank Richard Bereitschaft
Nicole Régnier Berthé
Gary Sheldon Brink

Roselyn Britt
Cloria Conway Brown
Joseph Frank Cairo
Mary Susan Chandler
Howard Luell Clodfelter
James William Collet
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Joseph John Di Croce
John Victor Diani
Patricia Louise Dreyer
Robert Allen Eaton
John Gerald Ebest
Mary Elaine Fennell Elliott
John Robert Grubb
Sally Ann Hezel
Alice Diane Hoffmann
Gary Wayne Hopwood
Kenneth Jerry Johnson
James Norman Kaufhold
Brian Charles Kettenacker
John Robert Keys, Jr.
Woodrow Wilson Kirschbaum
Roger Earl Kocher
Frederick Michael Kuhn
Delores Washington Lee
Kathleen Burton Lehmann
Susan Jean Duncan Levesque

Joseph Eugene Morris
Rita Mary Mosblech
S Sheryl Lynn Pfitzinger Moschner
Willie Edward Moss, Jr.
William Harold Neibecker
William Drake Rund, Jr.
Maureen Ann Cullen Salamone
Starlett Sanders
Marylyn Ann Stohlmann Schiller
Harrison B Scott
Sandra Lee Sokolik
Richard James Standish
Thomas Patrick Taggart
Paul Joseph Werner
Raymond August Zipprich

August 18, 1978

Lynn Frances Abernathy
Robert Wilson Davis
John Russell Dedike
Stephen John Eckrich
Katrin Holm Galli
Marilyn Jane Hale
Martha J Heaton
Patricia Neeley Jenkins
Vivian Mae Jett
Matthew Edward Kaegel

Elvin Douglas McFarlin
Hal John Mettes
James William Mouldon
Sandra Ann Quinlan
Kenneth Alan Robin
Raymond Joseph Roettger
Reita Buie Washington
Doris Ellen Williams
Dennis Ray Worth

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING

May 18, 1979

Cheryl Phyllis Cohan
Julia Jean Hobbs

Randye Lynn Schachter
Pamela Rauschenbach Zacher

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY

May 18, 1979

Gregory Jay Boyher
William Roy Call
Michael John Del Percio
Jerry Richard Fiszer
Edgar Fritz Glick, Jr.
Robert Wayne Hale
Arthur Lee Harris
David Bruce Johnson

David J Murnan
Robert Martin Remelius
Ronnie J Robinson
Henry Charles Scherrer
Roger Jerome Shields, Jr.
R Phillip Shinn
Robert Richard Soellner
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 18, 1979

Stephen William Akos
David Allen Austin
Paul Howe Austin, Jr.
Singleton Mitchell Bender
Ravi Kumar Bhola
Maggie Bobbitt
Robert John Bogdanoff
Miriam Gwen Bohm
Keith Allen Brightfield
Stephen Loyd Brown
William Rolland Brown
Daniel Martin Burke
Peter Anthony Busalacki
Michael Francis Cahill
Ralph Windrum Canter
Yat-Sang Chow
William Arthur Chrismer
Harold Scott Collins
Miguel Jose Dajdaj
Dayle Antoinette Davison
Melissa Kay Dunham
Robert George Eckley
Gary Jay Elkins
Robert Louis Ellman
Karen Jean Engster
Kenneth Mark Filcoff
*James Paul Fleischman
*Virginia Hess Gaddy
Drucilla Maria Garcia
Harry Ginsburg
Robert Louis Golub
Robert William Granger
*Robert Alan Greising
Ann Cannon Griffitts
William Merritt Gwinn
Stephen Paul Hack
Cherlynn Teresa Hardy
Allen Hauge
Harry Robert Haury III
Mark Christopher Herbers
Bradley Warren Hill
Wilber Arnold Hill
Karen Elizabeth Jacke
Robert Gerrit Jacobsen
*Daniel Graham Jay
Barry Eurove Kaplan
Phyllis Sue Karsh
Robert Francis Kastenholz
Jerald Lynn Kent
Herman Ray Killiebrew

December 21, 1978

William Joseph Ernst
Mitchell Lee Kordonowy
Myron Emlen Malchow

August 18, 1978

Richard Lee Baker

John William Patton
David Robert Schultz

Robert Phillip Gustafson
Robert William Kline
Emil Alfred Krueger
Tara Winkler Lewis
John David Lilly
George Hannibal Loker, Jr.
James Arthur Malke
Marshall McDonald III
Martha Ann McIntosh
Richard William Michniok
Laura Sharon Miller
Alice Celeste Muckler
Scott Lee Muellner
Charles Frank Nord III
Leroy David Nunery
Richard Eric Nutting
William Joseph Olinger
Thomas Papenthien
Richard Ernst Paulson
Bruce Craig Petersen
Harold Barry Pomerantz
Betsy Ellen Rand
Julie Ann Reynolds
Nick Rischbieth
Tim A Risley, Sr.
Carlos Rom
Cynthia Gene Ross
Michael Elmer Rothermich
Geoffrey David Rudderow
John Joseph Schaefer
Charles Wolfe Schagrin
Frederick Peters Schultz
William Henry Seeman
Morris Halden Seligman
David Overton Sewall
Susan Leslie Shatz
Michael William Sherman
Bob A Sherrill
Robert Edward Sherwood
James Kirk Smith
Kennard Miller Smith
Loren Rae Starobin
Michael Perdue Stephenson
Donald William Sturniolo
Bruce David Thompson
Eben Anthony Thompson
Thomas H Thorelli
Larry Mark Trink
Lambert Carr Trovillion, Jr.
Phyllis Annette Hewitt Walden
Lexie Anne Walters
Debbie Lou Waters
Mark Elliot Wolff
Paul Guye Wulfing

December 21, 1978

Eleanor Debney Amann
Michael Steven Barzoff
Joan Karen Charnas
Alan Keith Frost
Richard Earl Haferkamp
James Martin Hoffmann, Jr.
Seung-Baum Kim
Thomas Leonard Kreisman

Ellen Lim
Irving Louis Paskowitz
Carol Ann Piening
Kenneth Don Rowey
Letitia E Sherry
Joseph Walter Stahl
Thomas Edward Wilson

August 18, 1978

Ricardo Javier Chapa Morales
Matilda Ann Glidewell
William Richard Herr
Stephen Jay Hodgdon
William John Klein
Michael Louis Mansbach
Clifford Mark Pirrung
Woodrow Coggins Ross
Leo Bachle Schmid
Paul Rudy Williams
# THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
**ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean**

## BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

*May 18, 1979*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laura Ellen Aach</th>
<th>Steven Jerome Leen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roy Howard Adler</td>
<td>Mark Joseph Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Joseph Arkin</td>
<td>Scott Andrew Loos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Jean Avrick</td>
<td>Mark Lowell Lubin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Mark Bennett</td>
<td>Edward Michael Manburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don James Blaustein</td>
<td>Lester D Mardiks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Michael Bluth</td>
<td>Holly Susan Markus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Peter Bonte</td>
<td>Harold Gregory McGee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Wayne Brockmeier</td>
<td>Loren Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yong Joo Cho</td>
<td>Larry Brent Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Chua</td>
<td>Judy Kay Washam Mullins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheryl Diane Classen</td>
<td>Andrea Hope Nadel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronna Lynn Cohen</td>
<td>John Arthur Niemoller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Hunt Crabbin</td>
<td>Larry Howard Odle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Louis Denburg</td>
<td>Sally Peyton Ogden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Hope Diekemper</td>
<td>Keith Allen Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Frederic Earl</td>
<td>Chris Henry Pauli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Sven Eliasson</td>
<td>Jeffrey Allen Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Gary Jay Elkins</td>
<td>Steven Albert Portney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Lydia Esserman</td>
<td>Richard Brian Renaud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Lee Factor</td>
<td>Eric David Rosenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Foster Fang</td>
<td>Gregg Keith Sagman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra Elizabeth Farber</td>
<td>William Douglas Schlanger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Parker Friedman</td>
<td>Jeffrey Steven Schwartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Douglas Garner</td>
<td>David Clarence Scrivner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Arlene Elizabeth Gilberg</td>
<td>Ronald Joseph Seiffert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Allen Glancy</td>
<td>*Morris Halden Seligman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Lee Goldmann</td>
<td>William Phillip Sherman, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuart Jay Goldstein</td>
<td>Elliott Sanford Slusky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Ira Gordon</td>
<td>Paul Jonathan Sobel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Joseph Gottlieb</td>
<td>Karen Beth Spigner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Frank Gregory</td>
<td>Robert Vroman Sternberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Renay Griffin</td>
<td>Gwendolyn Diane Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robbin Alison Henick</td>
<td>Pamela Jean Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Arthur Henoch</td>
<td>Archie Day Tucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Allan Hoffman</td>
<td>Jill Marcia Walcoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ira Mark Ivers</td>
<td>Ira Scott Weinman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay Steven Jablonow</td>
<td>Dana Lee Wesley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Herman Kaplan</td>
<td>Jerry Leon Wheatley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay Marlowe Kirschbaum</td>
<td>Carrie Loeb Wiener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Stephen Krebs</td>
<td>Francis Arthur Winston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford Leon Kriesberg</td>
<td>Karen Lynn Workman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Denise Lansden</td>
<td>Michael Gerard Zakibe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Brent Lapidus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>December 21, 1978</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Sue Hepner</td>
<td>Jörgen Gunnar Roos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Ann Brummett Klein</td>
<td>Michael Paul Tomko, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Robert Kotovsky</td>
<td>Peggy Hope Tyler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgar Lloyd Levin, Jr.</td>
<td>Jodi Lynn Wolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Franklin Mange</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>August 18, 1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Ellis Amron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Berman</td>
<td>James Lyle Mosall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Laubstein</td>
<td>Steven Lee Schlansky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David William Sinclair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE**

Candidates Presented by
CONSTANCE EVANGELOS MICHAELIDES, Diploma of Architecture, M. Arch., Dean

**MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN**

*May 18, 1979*

*Paul Walker Clarke*  
*Ryszard Sliwka*

*December 21, 1978*

Moustafa Adli Baghdadi  
Robert William Schwartz

**MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE**

*May 18, 1979*

Terry Lee Brown  
Ernest L Cordova  
John Nicholas Diffenbaugh  
Daniel Charles Enwright  
Kevin Joseph Flynn  
Kurt Frederick Graef  
Andrea Susan Greif  
Edward Lee Hammack  
Cindy Leigh Harden  
Heidi Jo Helf  
*Daniel Graham Jay*  
Douglas Frederic Julien  
Kim M Kowalewski  
Richard Simon Lavenstein
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Frank Lorberbaum
Robert Hofferd McClintic II
Robert Anthony McIntire
Jo Eric Merriman
Thomas Joseph Minnock
Joel Arthur Pathman
Kenneth Palmer Pray
Vernon Joseph Remiger

Elizabeth Rimalover
Diane Marie Rothschild
John Kim Rulon
Bruce Whitmore Schermen
James Henry Schurk, Jr.
Patricia Lynn Shelby
Robert Edward Sherwood
Mary Worsham

December 21, 1978

Mitchell Alguadich
Michael Theodore Altepeter
John Weston Cole
Jonathan Ira Felsman
Paul Charles Gawronik
Mitchell Simon Goldman
Paul Alexander Hemmerich
Sally Stuart Johnson
Susan Pamela Kames

Triada Kitsiou
Mary Ann Lazarus
Renee Jean Lovcik
Michael Stephan Lyss
John Michael Palmer
Steven Kim Sobel
William Henry Watkins
John Munro Woolsey

THE HENRY EDWIN SEVER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN McKELVEY, Ph.D., Director

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

May 18, 1979

In Chemical Engineering
Patrick Joseph Maher

In Civil Engineering
Sami Abdullah Alkhathib
Osama Moustafa El-Shafee
In Electrical Engineering
Ting-Pien Fang
Asher Madjar
Charles Joseph Robinson
Richard Fitzhugh Wrenn

In Chemical Engineering
Thomas Craig Hanson
Yung Chung Hsu

In Civil Engineering
Robert William Meyer

In Computer Science
John Philip Rankin

December 21, 1978

In Electrical Engineering
Richard Anthony Becker

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Dragoslav Radmilo Ilic
Donald Charles Keenan
Daniel Anthony O'Connor

In Chemical Engineering
Harmit Singh Lamba

In Electrical Engineering
Paul Raymond Ashley

August 18, 1978

In Mechanical Engineering
Fu-Shang Wei
Akram Zahoor

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Dirk Aeyels
MAster of Science

May 18, 1979

In Chemical Engineering
Kolajo Akinbiyi Afolabi
Wei-Kuo Chin
Oscar Garza Garza
Lorraine Iona Keenan
Keith Michael Zook

In Civil Engineering
Hui-Tsu Liu Chan
John D Westerheide
Basil Zarkadis

In Computer Science
Napajorn Hemachandra
Richard Colegate McShane, Jr.
Timothy Clayton Perry
Joseph Francis Schweizer

In Electrical Engineering
Charles Michael Currie
Richard Craig Filcoff
Jeffrey Jay Ginsburg
Richard A Kupferer, Jr.
Zachary John Lemnios
Craig Thomas Mueller
Joseph Pinski
Budimir Zvolanek

In Mechanical Engineering
Manzoor Ali
David W Koschoff
Kimberly John Meehan
Donald Lynn Sanders
Kiranjit Singh Sikand
Harvey John Tomko
Ivo Zvolanek

In Systems Science and Mathematics
William R Carneal, Jr.
Jing-Shiang Cheng
Luo-Jen Chiang
Kyriakos Doganis
Maged A M Elshamy
Leo LiPing Fong
Robert Allen Halliburton
Timothy Scott Herder
Jeffrey Dean Jordan
Kio H Y Kim
Carl August Miller, Jr.
Wilfred Noel
Prachak Sapmanee
John Curtis Sommerer

In Technology and Human Affairs
Victor Renald Conocchioli
December 21, 1978

In Chemical Engineering
William Louis Hampel III
Raghuram Sugavanam

In Computer Science
Alexander Buchan Churchill
Barry Randall Hieb
Sandra Lynn Rankin

In Electrical Engineering
Susana M Fortun
Donald Richard Green, Jr
Steven Alan Kahn
Nai Hon Mak
Charles William Peterson, Jr.
Adelis Orlando Rodriguez
Roger Alan Stein

In Mechanical Engineering
Jeffrey Kenneth Conner
David Ellis Corman
Shiaw Horng Liou
Rudy Antonius Purnomo
Don-Liang Shu

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Mai-Sen Chang

In Technology and Human Affairs
Kirk Anthony Johnson
Stephen Kent Parker
Eduardo Americo Perez

August 18, 1978

In Civil Engineering
Ronald Alan Gardiner

In Electrical Engineering
Yousri Hana Barsoum
Hoshang Ratan Pestonji
Corley M Phillips
Melvin Lloyd Roche, Jr.

In Mechanical Engineering
Lateef Oladipupo Danmole
Pui-Tak Kwan
Apparao Tayi

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Pradip Digamber Kambale
Wonwoo Lee
Polimeros Polios
Krishna V Prasad
Joan Marie Saniuk
Keh-Wen Whang
Patricia Ellen Wirth
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN MCKELVEY, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1979

magna cum laude

Henry Frank Erk
Norma Joan Gladstone

Peter Gerard Leemputte

cum laude

Suzette Jacques

Gary Montgomery

May 18, 1979

David Richard Arday
Thomas Whitner Backes
Steven Ravel Bayer
John Francis Bergen
John Oren Bieser
James Marlow Bogdanor
Michael Francis Cahill
Robert Louis Carroll
William Ton DeVos
Joseph William Evans
James Paul Fleischman
Bertha Maritza Garcia Del Rio
Steven Wade Gaskey
Joan Marie Grady
Karen Sue Hecht
Randi Leigh Henderson
Terry J Hottovy
Kimberly Ann Jordan
David McAlpine Judge
Richard Lyle Kilgour
Youngsoo Kim
James Andrew Kramer
Perry Thomas Leong
Clement Fun-Yuen Li
Frederick John Ludwig, Jr.
Ross Michael Mandel
Joseph William Marsh

Paul Ross Hosking Martin
Loren Marc Meyer
Stephen William Middlebrooks
*Scott Lee Muellner
Abiodun James Omoleye
Robert William Pattillo
*De-Ann Margaret Pillers
Allan Mering Quinn
Margaret A Rath
Raymond A Reask, Jr.
Karen Ann Rohrer
Nancy Jo Roszell
Stephen Howard Sanowitz
Carol Joan Schatz
Jacqueline Debra Shain
Stephen Robert Sheriff
Elaine Therese Simpson
Kurt Jon Slep
Alice Hynam Son
Laurel Jean Staley
John Cary Stewart
Douglas John Theisen
Janice Kay Wagner
John Oliver Walters
Arthur Thomas Westphal
Mark Alan Williams
Candace Dawn Wojcik
December 21, 1978

Albert Joseph Gagel, Jr.

August 18, 1978

Donald Thomas Balthrop
Michael Anthony Lopiccolo

Lynn Marie Wasik

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1979

cum laude

Kevin Zane Truman

Lester I Yano

May 18, 1979

Ronald Gene Behrens
Michael John Bollinger
Sau Him Chan
James Patrick Comerford
Paul Howard DeWolfe
Paul David Doverspike
Deborah Miriam Freund
Douglas Scott Graham
Bradley George Kamin
Norman Lee LeMoine
Thomas P McCarthy
Christine Louise McIntosh

Steven Curtis Meeks
Bradley R Milton
Patricia Jo Nakaoki
Willie Arthur Noble
Gregory Harry Pestine
Charles Allan Rimbach
Ralph John Salamie
Robert Strehlow V
Ryu Takeguchi
Thomas Michael Thee
Calvin Yukio Yanaga

December 21, 1978

Thomas George Engel
Paul Edward Hanson
Andrew Terhempa Inga

Robert Louis Levens
Carlos Miguel Miranda

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 18, 1979

David Earl Beecher
Kenneth Walter Crouch
Sheryl Alyse Flieder
Robert Blake Fultz
Ferne Mariko Hayashi

Richard R Heye
Steven Francis Karasek
Dean Jerome Miller
Donald Goodman Stuart, Jr.
Laurie Dawn Foster

August 18, 1978

Mark Joseph Job

December 21, 1978

Rick Bradley Moll

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1979

summa cum laude

Alexander J Gray

magna cum laude

Gary Alan Davis

*Joel Abraham Silberman

cum laude

Daniel Robert Fuhrmann
Bruce Anthony Janis
*Eric Elliot Johnson

Paul Frederick Schroeder
Steve E Thielker
Sterling Gerard Wallace

May 18, 1979

Abdulaziz Abdullah Al-Jabir
David Michael Arbo
William J Beck
James Michael Bornholdt
William Alexander Brant
Daniel Thomas Buerk
Lawrence Joseph Dacey
Michael David Delman
William Eric Eklow
Howard Douglas Gardner
John Sebastian Gimmy
Timothy Charles Horrigan
Stephen Earl Jaskulek
Jeffrey David Lebesch
Edward Joseph Levinskas
Erik Christopher Long
Jorge Lopez
Harry Lupuloff
Kevin Peter McCabe

Michael F McNitt
*David Gerard Moses
Shahnad Nadershahi
John Joseph Riordan
Richard Bruce Ross
Stuart Alan Schlachter
Niles Avery Seldon
Gary Ferril Shade
Bradley James Shaw
Michael Sylvan Shulman
Kwa-Sur Tam
Bert Hideki Tanaka
Walter Paul Trent
Carlos Ricardo Valverde
*Stephen Lawrence VonRump
Paul Joseph Wehling
Julie Ann Wilson
Miguel Spring Ylagan

December 21, 1978

Kenneth Lawrence Gentile
Nelson Roman Gomez
Harry Lee Hayes III

Matthew Clarke Hennessy
James Reese Russell
Glen Walter Wildermuth
August 18, 1978

Edwin Allan Snyder
Ronald Rodolfo Villalobos-J

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC POLICY

May 18, 1979

Katherine Anne Schoff

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1979

Robert Allan Watson

summa cum laude

magna cum laude

*Ivo Zvolanek

cum laude

*Brett Darrell Taylor

May 18, 1979

Joel Richard Danladi Ambore
Wing Lau Cheng
Robert Lee Cox
Matthew Gerard Dreifke
Peter Donald Farkashazi
Steven Girard Frazier
Tracy David Greene
David Karl Haller
Daniel Victor Hinch
Clarence James Jackson
Thomas Orville Knight

Bobby Ki-Pak Kong
Jeffrey J Krueger
Eric David Larson
Thomas Joseph Linder
Jerold Samuel Linn
*Kimberly John Meehan
Steven Edward Nahrup
Robert Nourse
James Francis Nowicke
David Harold Redfield
James Richard Reppell

December 21, 1978

Neal Allen Froeschner
Roger Kingman Hee

Robert Paul Taylor
Thomas Daro Vaughn
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August 18, 1978

John Shaw Barksdale
William Hopkins
Shabbir Saifee

John Charles Simons
James Alan Stumbaugh
James Lloyd Turner

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS

May 18, 1979

magna cum laude

*Jeffrey Dean Jordan

Michael Alan Pickup
cum laude

*Eric Elliot Johnson

May 18, 1979

David Charles Doty

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

May 18, 1979

summa cum laude

*John Curtis Sommerer

magna cum laude

*Jeffrey Dean Jordan

May 18, 1979

Julia Louise Briggs
Ronald K Y Char
Catherine Marie Cook
Sung S Douglas
James Paul Eder
Laurie Jean Eschbaugh
*Leo LiPing Fong
James Thompson Gillis
Richard Daniel Goldman

*Robert Allen Halliburton
Mark D Hamlen
Charles Langar Moore
*David Gerard Moses
Darrell Jay Smith
Valjean Frances Spear
Gary Alan Stultz
*Stephen Lawrence VonRump

December 21, 1978

William Raymond Carneal, Jr.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (ENGINEERING)

May 18, 1979

cum laude

William Jon Curry

Elizabeth Stratton Andrews
Stephen Alan Beckerman
*Keith Christopher Bible
Dana Gail Burrell
Susan Helene DiPaolo

May 18, 1979

*Michael Lee Riordan

*Keith Allen Fleming
*Lynn Matsu Shimabukuro
Joanne Victoria Siteman
Dennis Alan Thain

December 21, 1978

*Ruth Lee Landsman

August 18, 1978

Charles George Wyszomirski

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
JAMES WARREN DAVIS, Ph.D., Acting Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS

May 18, 1979

summa cum laude

Yvonne Marie Aubé
Steven Dale Boggs
Thomas More Countryman
James Curtis Elmer
George Thomas Gilbert
Marc David Gottlieb
Aaron Sholem Greenberg
Beth Meryl Greene
*Philip Isaac Harrington
Joy Anita Haven
Helen Kimball Hirschman
John Daniel Hitt
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James Patrick Kane
Herman Richard Krueger
Laura Louise Lane
Patrick Emery Longan
Lucinda Ludwig
Marcus Holden Mendenhall
Douglas Alan Munro
James Martin Nosal
Mark Steven Packer
Jehangir Jal Patel
George Francis Paulik

Richard Blair Prince
Jeremy John Gough Raw
*Michael Lee Riordan
Richard Edward Simpson
Mark Steven Snyderman
Sandra Jean Sprecher
*Tim Joshua Steger
Philip Neil Strenski
Howard Kevin Wachtel
Stephen Emery White
Audrey May Winer

magna cum laude

Janet Elayne Boguslaw
Mark Allen Howard Cohen
Joseph Andrew Corser
Frank Eliot Dalgin
Janet Leigh Denkinger
Nancy Aleta Emery
Sharon Louise Gleason
Joy Sue Green
Janet Susan Gross
Mary Elizabeth Kuntz
Curtis Loeb
Christopher James Looby
Charles N Piermarini
Cynthia Lee Preston

Jeffrey Craig Reese
Susan Kim Reynolds
Michael Dale Robinson
Marc Steven Sandroff
Susan Leslie Shutt
Mark Frederick Smith
Robert James Sorin
Amy Moir Stevens
Dennis Paul Vik
Beth Marla Volin
Carl Wells Westphal, Jr.
John Leland Williams
Allison Beth Wolf
Helen Florence Zimmerly

cum laude

*Keith Christopher Bible
Henry Michael Blumberg
Michele Andrea Bowen
Patricia Helene Bundschuh
Roger Dee Button
Leonard Robert Cleavelin
Mario Carlos Cortes
Janis Lynn Crandlemire
Rani Ewen
Bradley Dale Farnsworth
Perry Chet Goldstein
Thomas Anthony Goodmann
Jeane Louise Heard
Michael Ryan Holmes
Robert Edward Jacobson
Suzyn Jacobson
Franklin Jon Kau
Patricia Landon
Adrienne Lynn Leoni

Kevin Joseph McCarthy
Ann Morrissey
Richard M Newburger
Aaron Bennett Parker
Steven Perry Perlow
Michael Gary Platner
Gregory Lee Powers
Linda B Pruetzel
Melissa Rhea
Mark Allen Pruetzel
Gary Francis Ross
Lizette Janine Smith
Lois Marie Sommer
Margaret Mary Steinhoff
Timothy Joseph Stephens
Peter Ke-Ping Tao
Daniel Gray Thomas
Ren Allen Thompson
Steven Glen Wisth
May 18, 1979

Jeffrey Bruce Aaronson  
Vicki Diane Aaronson  
Amr Ezzeldin Abdel-Kawi  
Leslie Diane Abel  
Peter Wynn Abromowitz  
Steven Jeffrey Adashek  
Philip Alan Adelman  
Carol Adler  
Gwen Susan Adler  
Kathy R Albe  
Juan Manuel Alvarez  
Lynn Ellen Anderson  
Julie Appel  
Nancy Anne Arends  
James Charles Aronson  
Beverly Louise Arsem  
Paul Michael Bailey  
Catherine Diane Baker  
Constance Jean Baker  
James Arthur Barker  
Freda Kay Bartee  
Neathery Clarice Batsell  
Wallis Anne Bayer  
Frank John Becht  
Anton Gary James Beffa IV  
Rachel Eve Behrman  
Shahdad Bekhrad  
David Nicholas Benjamin  
Michael Benjamin  
James Samuel Benswanger  
James Neal Bernstein  
Barry Harold Bikshorn  
George Dalton Birmingham  
William Raymond Blackmore  
David A Blardinelli  
Laurie Sue Block  
Wayne B Block  
Peter Christopher Boccia  
Michael Raul Bolaños  
Jonathan H Bond  
Craig Marshall Bondy  
Laura Gene Botker  
Demetrios Bourdakos  
Deirdre Lombard Boyd  
Jay Rogers Brackmann  
Debra Julie Brandwein  
Roberta Ellen Bravman  
Carol Marie Brinster  
Kenneth Lee Bristol  
Dennis John Britton  

Jesse Michael Broome  
Margaret Louise Brothers  
James Donald Brown  
David B Buffington  
Terri S Burin  
Camille Wingo Burns  
Anne Steel Burris  
Reginald Fabian Butler  
Catherine Ann Bylinowski  
James Thomas Callahan  
Lori Canter  
Jane Candice Carter  
Jane Martindale Chastain  
James Charles Chervek  
Peter Yen Chu  
William Frederick Cody  
Deborah Jeanne Cohen  
Peggy Sheryl Cohen  
Lewis Scott Cohn  
Linda Cohn  
Jeanine Colin  
Diane M Cook  
Michele Carol Cooperman  
Ivan Hitlin Cornell  
Diane Cruickshanks  
David Hastings Curry  
Jacquelynn Therese Czerwiec  
Benita Ruth Danzing  
Bruce Leclair Daugherty  
Kathy Retemeyer De Gonia  
Kathy Linda Dees  
Bradley Canada Diner  
Robert Andrew Dmytryk  
David Saul Dobkin  
Julia Elizabeth Doerr  
Jeffrey Alison Donnell  
Jody Louise Doran  
John Marcus Downs  
Jacqueline Denise Duffel  
Panit Dunnvatanachit  
Leo David Dwyer  
Michael Alan Dwyer  
David Hillel Ebstein  
Sheryl Nan Eisenberg  
Tracey M Elbein  
Steven Howard Elizer  
Marguerite Elliott  
Lenore Alison England  
Dennis Michael Evanowski
Jay Herman Krulewitch
Kathleen Lisa Kudray
Joanne Elise Kummer
Kevin Kiyoshi Kurohara
Steven Michael Kwartin
Eric Neil Landau
Peter Elliott Lavine
Jay Alan Lazerwitz
John Eun-Ho Lee
Kim Lynnette Lee
Jeffrey Marvin Leen
Marcelyn Ann LePique
Glenda Gale Levene
Carole Faith Levin
Robert Marc Levin
Ira Gerald Levinsky
Debra Helane Levy
Betsy Mae Lieberman
Gail Mary Lima
Michelle Diane Lipsitz
Amy Lee Litzman
Rommie Lee Loudd
Keith Joseph Lucas
Carol Lee Luscombe
Barry Michael Lutz
Laurence Edward Mallinckrodt, Jr.
Bruce Stuart Manasevit
Andrew Cooper Mancall
Emily Malkah Marcus
Robert Carl Marcuvitz
Eric Christian Markman
Lucinda Marshall
Francis Mario Martinez
David Maslin
Robert Eugene McBride, Jr.
Mary Bernice McCready
Jeanne Marie McKee
Robert Alexander McLaren
Mark Howard Melnick
Jonathan Ron Mendelson
Norman Benjamin Meyerowitz
Jela Miladinovich
Gerilyn Robin Miller
Neal Jay Miller
Seth Ross Miller
Kevin B Muhm
Karen Lynn Murphy
Alexandra Valentine Nater
Joe Robert Neel
Lauren Newman
Mary Patrice Noelker
Edward Louis Noland
Karen Amy Nones
Lee Ockner
James Steven Ogé
Richard Jay Olin
Gregory Alan Parker
Gary Alan Parkison
Larry Alan Parnes
John Joseph Passaretti
Jean Marie Patterson
Keith Matthew Peeples
Steven Scott Perry
Kristin Lynne Petersen
Pamela Ruth Piatchek
De-Ann Margaret Pillers
Gerri Lyn Becker Platner
Anne Marjorie Pollen
John R Pollets
Nathan Mark Pollins
Timothy E Powers
Albert Lee Purham, Jr.
Stanley Duane Ragsdale
Douglas Stewart Redford
Anne Gayle Reifer
Sheri Fern Rezak
Richard Lee Rice
James Andrew Robertson
Barbara Susan Robinson
Guillermo Luis Rosado
Stephany Ann Roscoe
Carol A Rose
David Rosenstein
Ronald Mark Roshe
Allen Steven Roth
Douglas Sherman Rothman
Carol Ann Rusche
Barbara Joy Ryerson
Thomas Carl Saale
Sandra Roseann Sabo
Scott Marshall Sackman
Randall Arthur Samborn
Beth L Schachtman
Lawrence Evan Scheer
Amy Beth Schehr
William Bartholomew Schillizzi
Linda Marie Schmandt
Jeffrey Lewis Schwartz
Karen Sue Schwartz
Peter Alexander Schweitzer
Carol Ruth See
Barbara Ann Senseney
Isaac Robert Shapiro
Robin Marcy Shapiro
Julie Melinda Sheftel
Maureen A Shepherd
Irene Joan Sherr
*Lynn Matsu Shimabukuro
Bradley J Siegel
Neal A Siegel
*Joel Abraham Silberman
Mark Sigfried Silberman
Mark Francis Silver
Karen LaVerne Simek
Diana Jo Simon
Ray Melville Simon
Richard Harvey Sinert
John Benton Singleton
Christopher James Skillington
Ann Elizabeth Smith
Nancy Beth Smith
Wendy Lee Sobel
Wendy Lynn Sondov
Phyllis Jeanne Spencer
Vikki Ann Spritz
Laura Starr
Scott Christopher Staub
Bruce Kenneth Stolle
Carol Anne Straussberg
Jeffrey Todd Stream
Richard Fred Strongwater
George Edward Sullivan
Stephen Thomas Sullivan
Carol Lynn Sutcliffe
Alicia Louise Tate
Nicholas William Telowitz
Gerda Monika Thalheimer
Andrea Karen Thompson
Mark Spencer Thomsen
Mary Virginia Toy
Gregg Kevin Triggs
August James Troendle
Marlon DeMarcie Twyman
Barbara Jane Twyman
Erica Lyn Uppstrom

Kirk Michael Veesaert
Chan Phi Vo
William Charles Vogt
My Le Thi Vu
Bradford Scott Wainer
Edward Charles Walchak
Hope Wallace
Antonio Johnston Waring
Michelle Ilena Warren
Robin Jo Warshawsky
Richard Reagan Waterfield
Elliot David Waterman
Brent Ronald Waxman
Joseph Franklin Wayland
Laura Elizabeth Weatherup
Nancy Jane Weaver
Carol Frances Webb
David Charles Weiss
Lori Judith Weiss
Gary Paul Weitman
Mark David Whitener
Samuel Michel Wilensky
Donald Keith Wilkerson
Jo Ann Wilkerson
Daniel Lee Willett
Floyd Astor Williams, Jr.
Margaret Ann Wilson
Susan Diann Wilson
Lesley Gail Winkelmann
Charles Anthony Wolf
Beverly Tucker Woodson
Steven Thomas Woolner
Brenda Jean Wrench
Katherine Wu
Donna Marie Yeager
William Jared York
Thomas Eugene Young
Jack William Zeiger
Richard S Zimmerman
Linda Geri Zirinsky
Erin Marie Zucker
Mary Margaret Zumsteg

December 21, 1978
summa cum laude

Mark Alan Lichtenfeld
magna cum laude

December 21, 1978

Valinda Patrice Allen
Brad Angle
John Allen Barnes
James Samuel Benswanger
Kirk Howard Blankenship
Michele Ann Blumenfeld
Joseph Scott Britton
Brad Eugene Carlson
Howard Lawrence Chabner
Kathleen Susan Clausing
John Andrew Clinchy
Miriam Lisa Coplon
William Douglas Cushing
Richard Alan Etz
Robert James Falster
Kathleen Ann Foster
Laurie Jo Friedman
Joanne Marie Galanis
Nina Beth Gilden
Carol Sue Greenberg
Blair Zachary Halpern
Andrea Ko Harmin
Paul William Holloway
Ellen Ann Jablin
Matthew Seiz Johnson
Judith Ellen Katz

Douglas Randolph Koester
Amy Louise Brandt Krasne
John W Krueger
Annette Naomi Kuroda
Ruth Lee Landsman
Lore Anne Ledding
Marjorie Beth Lefcowitz
Susan Harriet Levine
Suzan Jo Mendelson
Stewart Miller
Bruce Burrell Olive
Ellen Theresa Parker
David Alan Price
Lynne Steinsieck Pulitzer
Julie Ra
Ali Abdul Rahman
Katherine Ann Reitzes
William Mark Ross
Mitchell William Schwarzter
Mark Steven Soberman
Marsha Joan Stein
Patricia Ruth Sylwester
Valerie Heyman Taylor
Katherina Vasilios Tsiopos
Gary Ries Weltman

August 18, 1978

magna cum laude

Gordon Arthur Reingold

Gloria Ann Torrini

cum laude

Catherine Cynthia Oriol
David Scott Paris

Polly Nicole Passonneau
August 18, 1978

Carol Jeanne Ansehl
Pamela Gail Averick
Donna Marie Baptiste
Denis M Bohannan
Kenneth Bruce Bremer
Rudolph Clay, Jr.
George Orr Clifford
Janice Elaine Cox
Esther Elizabeth Csapo
H Jeffrey Davis
Robert Otis Dulany
Harriet Lea Elish
Sharon Kay Evans
Bruce Ian Favish
Reginald Abe Finney
Paul Foley
Nancy Anne Forgy
Randy Fuerst
Yvette Denise Fulcher
Wendy Antoinette Gavis
James Lee Gehrs
Paul Victor Geoghan
Susan Renee Gorris
Joel Dwayne Gregory
Nancy Sue Greiwe
Susan Guller
Laurie Frances Kissel Hansell
Wanda Elaine Jones-Lehmann
Timothy Gerard Keelan
Lynne Barbara Kipnis
Stephen Edward Komyati
Helen Yan-Lun Kong
Steven Edward Kristof
Barbara Sharon Kelman Lancaster
Pamela Rebecca Lawless
Thomas Foley Luckey
Wilbert Benjamin Markovits
Maryfrances Matthews
Frank Charles May
Randi Karen Menkin
Peter Neil Olafson
Deborah Lynne Parks
Lori Paul
Diana L Pollock
Ronald Brian Richard
J Scot Rogers
Joseph Rosenblum
David Scott Rubin
Michael David Rubin
Andrew Melville Russell
Jay Alan Schrier
Michael Nathan Stambaugh
Heidi Debra Strachman
Cynthia Sue Swartzberg
Randy Jerome Toppmeyer
Debra Kaye Weiner
Paula Marie Young
Laura Jan Zale
PRIZES, AWARDS AND HONORS

ETHAN A. H. SHEPLEY AWARD

In recognition of leadership, scholarship and service to the University Community, Thomas More Countryman, Leo David Dwyer, Dale Susan Edmonds, Susan Parker Friedman, Kevin Elston Jones, Michael Lee Riordan, John Curtis Sommerer

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship:
In Music, Laura Louise Lane
In Political Science, Jeremy Michael Devine, Susan Laura Mizruchi, Elizabeth Olmsted, Mark Steven Packer
In Speech and Hearing, Thomas Michael Frank, Lori Anne Stein
F. Ward Denys Prize in English, Susan Laura Mizruchi
Dramatics Club Prize, Melissa Rhea
J. Walter Goldstein Prize in History, Marc David Gottlieb, Richard Edward Simpson
Roger Conant Hatch Poetry Prize, Annie Russell Flanigan
Honorable Mention: Susan Naomi Flick, Lori Jo Miller
John G. Jutkowitz Memorial Fund Prize, James Andrew Robertson
Margaret Ewing Prize, Christopher Lawson Clark
Arnold J. Lien Prize in Political Science, Thomas More Countryman, Patrick Emery Longan
Norma Lowry Memorial Poetry Prize, Dwight B Homer
Honorable Mention: Michael Arthur Phegley
Ernest L. Ohle Award in Earth Sciences, Ren Allen Thompson
John M. Olin Prize for Excellence in Economics, Patrick Emery Longan
Pi Mu Epsilon and Ross Middlemiss Prize, John Daniel Hitt
Putnam Exam Prize, George Thomas Gilbert, Philip Isaac Harrington, Tim Joshua Steger, Philip Neil Strenske
John C. Snowden Memorial Prize in Chemistry, Herman Richard Krueger
Marian Smith Spector Prize in Biology, Richard Blair Prince
W. A. Tarr Honorary Award in Earth Sciences, Susan Leslie Shutt
Jinx Walker Poetry Prize of the Academy of American Poets, Hugh Garnet Elliott, Honorable Mention: Deirdre Lombard Boyd
Shirley McDonald Wallace Prize in History, Paul Alan Bohlman
Courtney Werner Memorial Prize in Earth Sciences, Susan Leslie Shutt
Louis G. Zelson Prize, Linda Sue Maier
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
HONORS AND AWARDS FOR GRADUATING STUDENTS 1978-79

Elizabeth Stratton Andrews
Technology and Human Affairs Departmental Senior Award (1979)

David Michael Arbo
IEEE St. Louis Section Student Paper Contest Winner (1979)

Ronald Gene Behrens
Civil Engineering Departmental Award (1979)

David John Camp
Member of Winning Team in National Computer Programming Contest (1979)
Special Departmental Award for Programming Team Competition (1979)

William R Carneal, Jr.
The Washington University SIAM Chapter Award in Applied Mathematics (1978)

Robert Lee Cox
Erwin C. Hoelscher Outstanding Mechanical Engineering Senior Award (1978);
St. Louis Chapter, American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers' Scholarship Awards, 1978;
First Place: Corporate Simulation Game Competition, 1978

Gary Alan Davis
Outstanding Electrical Engineering Senior (1979)

Paul Howard DeWolfe
St. Louis Section, American Society of Civil Engineers
Outstanding Civil Engineering Student Award (1979)

David Charles Doty
Member of Winning Team in a National Computer Programming Contest (1979)
Special Departmental Award for Programming Team Competition (1979)
Member of Winning Team in Engineers' Council Design Contest (1979)

Henry Frank Erk
Missouri Society of Professional Engineers Wives Scholarship (1978)

Cynthia Anne Frank
SIAM Chapter Award (1979)

Steven Girard Frazier
Society of Black Engineers Outstanding Freshman Scholar (1976)

Deborah Miriam Freund
Third Prize: American Society of Civil Engineers-Midwest (1978)

Norma Joan Gladstone
Chemical Council of Greater St. Louis Outstanding Junior
Chemical Engineering Award (1978)
Fourth Place: Corporate Simulation Game Competition (1978)
St. Louis Section, American Institute of Chemical Engineers Outstanding Achievement Award (1979)

Alexander J Gray
Tau Beta Pi National Scholarship (1978)
St. Louis Electrical Board of Trade Student Award (1978)

Marc Sanders Grunert
Civil Engineering Departmental Awards (1979)

Robert Allen Halliburton
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement (1979)
Joseph Avery Hammons  
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement (1979)

William Hopkins  
Society of Black Engineers Appreciation Award (1978)

Suzette Jacques  
First Place: Corporate Simulation Games Competition (1978)  
Member of a Winning Team, Engineers' Council Design Contest (1979)

Stephen Earl Jaskulek  
Second Place: Corporate Simulation Games Competition (1978)

Jeffrey Dean Jordan  
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Outstanding Junior Award (1978)  
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement (1979)

Steven Francis Karasek  
Team Captain, Winning Team in the National Computer Programming Contest (1979)  
Computer Science Departmental Award for Academic Excellence (1979)

Kenton Fong Wo Lee  
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Junior Award (1979)

Peter Gerard Leemputte  
St. Louis Section, American Institute of Chemical Engineers Meritorious Achievement Award (1979)

Kimberly John Meehan  
Third Place: (Lowerclassmen) Corporate Simulation Game Competition (1976)  
Fourth Place: Corporate Simulation Game Competition (1978)

Rick Bradley Moll  
Computer Science Departmental Award for Professional Excellence (1979)

Gary Montgomery  
Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship (1977)

Patricia Jo Nakaoki  
Member of a Winning Team, Engineers' Council Design Contest (1979)

Michael Alan Pickup  
Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship (1977)

Michael Lee Riordan  
Student Member, Board of Trustees (1978-79)  
Fullbright Fellowship (1979)  
Luce Fellowship (1979)

Carol Joan Schatz  
Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship (1977)

Katherine Anne Schoff  
Technology and Human Affairs Departmental Senior Award (1979)

Paul Frederick Schroeder  
Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship (1977)  
St. Louis Electrical Board of Trade Award (1979)

Joanne Victoria Siteman  
Second Place: Corporate Simulation Game Competition (1978)

Darrell Jay Smith  
Third Place: Corporate Simulation Game Competition (1978)
John Curtis Sommerer
The Washington University SIAM Chapter Award in Applied Mathematics (1977)
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement (1978)
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Senior (1979)
Member, Winning Team in the Engineers’ Council Design Contest (1979)

Valjean Frances Spear
Second Place: Corporate Simulation Game Competition (1978)

Kevin Zane Truman
Civil Engineering Departmental Award (1979)

Robert Allan Watson
Mechanical Engineering Department Joseph P. Razek Prize (1978)
Scholarship Award for the St. Louis Chapter of American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (1979)
Erwin C. Hoelscher Memorial Award: Outstanding Senior (1979)

John D Westerheide
St. Louis Section, American Society of Civil Engineers Outstanding Senior Award (1979)

Lester I Yano
Civil Engineering Departmental Award (1979)

Ivo Zvolanek
American Helicopter Society Robert L. Lichten Award (1979)

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Alpha Rho Chi Medal, Terry Lee Brown, Daniel Charles Enwright, Steven Kim Sobel
American Institute of Architects Medal, Jo Eric Merriman; Runner up, Richard Simon Lavenstein

Association of Women in Architecture and Allied Arts Award, Susan Pamela Kames
Buford Pickens Prize, David W Woods

Frederick Widmann Prize in Architecture, Brenda S Plummer, Cynthia Lee Preston, David W Woods

Women’s Architectural League of the St. Louis Chapter, American Institute of Architects Award, Bryan James Irwin
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
AND THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Advertising Club of St. Louis Award, Scott Andrew Loos
American Marketing Association of St. Louis Award, Thomas Joseph Gottlieb
American Society of Women Accountants Award, Barbara Hope Diekemper
L. J. Buchan Prize, Morton P K Pincus
Financial Executives Institute Award, Jeffrey Allen Glancy
Freshman Writing Award, Maureen Elizabeth Caen
Alexander Grant Award, Jerald Lynn Kent
Max A. Hayutin Honorary Award, Eleanor Debnay Amann
William S. Krebs Accounting Award, James Costen Carr, Marie Chapman Carroll, Marcel Albert Dionne, William Scott Fagan, Mark Joseph Lincoln, Richard Frederick Sayah, Craig Herman Zetley
John Wayne Latchum Memorial Award, Michael Perdue Stephenson
Lindell Trust Company Prize in Banking and Finance, Elliott Sanford Slusky
Isidor Loeb Prize, Susan Parker Friedman
Master of Business Administration Scholar Award, Karen Jean Engster, Karen Elizabeth Jacke, Mark Joseph Lincoln, Eliot Jonathan Rosenbloom
Missouri Society of Certified Public Accountants, Jeffrey Allen Glancy
Tartanian Phillips Award, Diane Baker Walz
Wall Street Journal Award, Bradley Warren Hill, Karen Lynn Workman

High Honors

David Lee Factor
Susan Parker Friedman
Jeffrey Allen Glancy
Mark Joseph Lincoln
John Arthur Niemoeller
Michael Gerard Zakibe

Honors

Don James Blaustein
Sheryl Diane Classen
William Hunt Crabbins
Barbara Hope Diekemper
Gary Jay Elkins
John Frank Gregory
Thomas Joseph Gottlieb
John Robert Kotovsky
Scott Andrew Loos
Edward Michael Manburg
Ira Scott Weinman
Karen Lynn Workman
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THE SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

Final Honors

David Paul Aufdembrink  
Richard Lee Baker  
Loren Willard Bannister  
Nicole Régnier Berte  
James Henry Bidleman  
Gary Sheldon Brink  
Cheryl Phyllis Cohan  
Michael John Del Percio  
Robert Allen Eaton  
Katrin Holm Galli  
Deborah Paula Gould  
Kenneth Jerry Johnson  
Myron Emlen Malchiner  
Katrin Holm Galli  
Deborah Paula Gould  
Kenneth Jerry Johnson  
Robert Allen Eaton  
Katrin Holm Galli  
Deborah Paula Gould  
Myron Emlen Malchiner  
Katrin Holm Galli  
Deborah Paula Gould  
Myron Emlen Malchiner

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Grace M. Bell Award, Matthew James Collins  
Thomas R. Blow Award, Sandra Michelle Gutin, Virginia Lynn Danzeisen Levy, Michael Anthony Pierzynski  
Fred Conway Art Fellowship, Matthew James Collins, John Harrison MacDonald  
Eliza McMillan Award, Cynthia Anne Balderson, Frank Anthony Carone, Marcia Anne Gilbert, Kathryn June Kirkpatrick, Joan Ellen Klein, Margaret H McCann, Pamela Joy Potter, Dragoslav Scepanovic, Claire K Seng, Marsha Kay Terry, Holly Anne Whitney, Janice Joanne Williams, Alyson G Wolens  
John T. Milliken Award, Frank Anthony Carone, Matthew James Collins, Kenneth Carter Drain, Phillip Gale Jarvis, Kathryn June Kirkpatrick, Raymond William Lawson, John Harrison MacDonald, Margaret H McCann, Christopher Martin Merwin, Joel Michael Plotch, Marsha Kay Terry, David Frey Utiger, Amy Louise Weisskopf, Alyson G Wolens  
John T. Milliken Traveling Scholarship, Kathryn June Kirkpatrick  
Tanasko Milovich Award, Margaret H McCann  
Ruth Kelso Renfrow Award, Amy Louise Weisskopf  
Julia Mary and Elizabeth Charlotte Secor Award, Alexander Mark Adelman, Frank Anthony Carone, Michael Anthony Pierzynski, Joel Michael Plotch, Donald Brian Powley, John David Schirmer  
Irving L. Sorger Award, Suzanne Marie Connelly, Sandra Michelle Gutin, Marsha Kay Terry  
Washington University Chancellor's Scholarship, Barton Donald Bjorneberg, Janice Joanne Williams  
Emund Henry Wuerpel Award, Kenneth Carter Drain, Phillip Gale Jarvis, Michael Anthony Pierzynski  
Mrs. Gustav F. (Hazel) Goetsch Art Award, Margaret H McCann  
Ford Foundation Scholarship Award, Cynthia Anne Balderson, Leslie Jean Croop, Kenneth Carter Drain, Marcia Anne Gilbert, Nancy Lisa Golden, Melissa Ann Jacoby, Ginny Beth Sykes, David Frey Utiger  
Kellwood Foundation Scholarship Award in Fashion Design, Sandra Michelle Gutin  
Ellen Battell Stoeckel Fellowship (Art Division of the Yale Summer School of Music and Art), Margaret H McCann
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THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Alumni Association Prize, Mala Jo Bridwell
Amandus Brackman Moot Court Prize, Karen Witte Duros
Breckinridge Moot Court Prizes: First Prize, Marc Stephen Levin
Second Prize, Rebecca Sue Riddell
Breckinridge Scholarship Prizes: First Prize, Edward Lee Patton
Second Prize, Lisa Martha Camel
Wendall Carnahan Prize, Susan Marie Sleater
Dan Carter-Earl Tedrow Memorial Award, Robert A Arcovio
Jack Garden Humanitarian Award, Patricia Ann Greenfield, Stephen Clarence Turley
Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize, Mala Jo Bridwell
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award, Mark Willis Kramer
The Order of Barristers, James Everett Baker, Karen Witte Duros, Mark Willis Kramer, Rebecca Sue Riddell, Michael Angelo Vitale


United States Law Week Award, Lois J Baseman
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THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Dental Alumni Award, John Sullivan Bond
Richard Bengel Awards, Tsun Ma, Steven Wayne Thompson
Otto Brandhorst Leadership Award, Marianne Ruth Spamer
Anna Brentall Award, Nelson David Lasiter, Marianne Ruth Spamer
Dentsply International Merit Award, Kevin Dalton Pine
Edward R. Hart Award, Sims Wendel Lowry
Edgar S. Hill Memorial Award, John Sullivan Bond
American Academy of Anesthesiology Certificate, Sims Wendel Lowry
American Academy of Dental Radiology Certificate, John Sullivan Bond
American Academy of General Dentistry Award, John Sullivan Bond
American Academy of Gold Foil Operators Award, Robert Carl Schellentrager
American Academy of Oral Medicine Award, John Sullivan Bond
American Academy of Oral Pathology Award, Lorin Dean Peterson
American Academy of Periodontology Award, Marianne Ruth Spamer
American Association of Endodontists Award, Freddie Michael Fromm
American Association of Orthodontists Award, Kenneth Ross Wehrenberg
American College of Stomatologic Surgeons Award, Lorin Dean Peterson
American Society of Dentistry for Children Certificate, Leslie Ellis Latner, Dennis Alan Parrott
International College of Dentists Award, William Anderson King
J. D. White Award, Tsun Ma
Mosby Book Awards:
Oral Pathology, Nelson David Lasiter
Oral Surgery, Ted Michael Rosner
Orthodontics, John Sullivan Bond
Pedodontics, James Patrick McCarthy
Prosthodontics, Steven Wayne Thompson
Alpha Omega Award, John Sullivan Bond
Alpha Omega Certificate Award, Hanna Esther Bresler
Delta Sigma Delta Award, Marianne Ruth Spamer
Delta Sigma Delta Scholarship Award, Mark Emory Diehl
Xi Psi Phi Anatomy Prize, John Sullivan Bond
Xi Psi Phi Scholarship Award, John Sullivan Bond
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Edward Massie Prize for Excellence in Cardiology, Thomas Bruce Ferguson, Jr.
Medical Fund Society Prize in Medicine, John Ross Clark
Medical Fund Society Prize in Surgery, Thomas Bruce Ferguson, Jr.
Sidney I. Schwab Prize in Neurology and Neurological Surgery, Erik Martin Gregorie
Sidney I. Schwab Prize in Psychiatry, Richard Henry Sundermann, Jr.
Sandoz Award in Psychiatry, Renée Carol Demers
George F. Gill Prize in Pediatrics, Michael Bryant Kimmey
St. Louis Pediatric Society Prizes, Alice Dee Ackerman, Michael Kara Georgieff
Upjohn Achievement Award, Bruce Albert Molitoris
Mosby Scholarship Book Awards, Stephen Kent Bradley, John Stephen Hanson, Nancy Doan Leslie
Lange Medical Publications Book Awards, James Wilson Owen III, Margaret Ann Shipp
Alexander Berg Award in Microbiology and Immunology, Roger Matthew Perlmutter
Missouri State Medical Association Award, Michael Bryant Kimmey
The Hugh M. Wilson Award in Radiology, Kendall Howard Barker
The Samuel D. Soule Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Thomas John Armbruster
The Richard S. Brookings Medical School Award, Diana Lee Marquardt
The Robert Carter Medical School Award, Bruce Albert Molitoris
St. Louis Internists’ Club Book Award, Brock Poston Whittenberger
The Louis and Dorothy Kovitz Senior Award in Surgery, Sandy Lewis Fogel
The Alfred Goldman Book Prize in Diseases of the Chest, Gregory Steven King
Alpha Omega Alpha Book Prize, Timothy John Patton
The Dr. John Esben Kirk Annual Award for Scholastic Excellence, Timothy John Patton
The Samson F. Wennerman Prize in Surgery, Kathy Jung-Mei Liu
The James Henry Yalem Prize in Dermatology, Kathryn Joyce Johnston
American Medical Women’s Association, Inc., Scholarship Achievement Citations, Susan Kay Babcock, Susan Elizabeth Kolb, Patrice Ann Leonard, Nancy Doan Leslie
Merck Manual Awards, Jeffrey Peter Cichon, David Chung Kuen Hu, Erik Earl Swensson
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiates, Susan Kay Babcock, Stephen Kent Bradley, George Alan Chaikin, John Ross Clark, Sandy Lewis Fogel, Michael Kara Georgieff, John Ragan Gibson, Erik Martin Gregorie, John Stephen Hanson, Cecil James Holliman, Michael Bryant Kimmey, Susan Elizabeth Kolb, Patrice Ann Leonard, Nancy Doan Leslie, Robert Herluf Lund, Jr, Joseph Paul Miletich, Bruce Albert Molitoris, James Wilson Owen III, Timothy John Patton, Roger Matthew Perlmutter, Margaret Ann Shipp, Erik Earl Swensson, Brock Poston Whittenberger

HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION

Final Honors
James Allen Goldmann  James Patrick McKenna
Charlotte Lehmann  Robert Lee Shircliff

PHYSICAL THERAPY

High Honors
Margaret Elaine Olson  Linda Louise Sargeant
The following candidates will be commissioned by Lieutenant Colonel William L. Marsden, M.B.A., United States Army, Professor of Military Science

UNITED STATES ARMY
Issued by the Secretary of the Army

SECOND LIEUTENANT, REGULAR ARMY

James Arthur Barker
*Diane Marlene Cook
**David Benjamin Gilbert
**Valerie Palma Gray

SECOND LIEUTENANT, ARMY Reserve

*David Richard Arday
Douglas Scott Graham
Edmund Koichi Haraguchi
Peter Thomas Karnowski
Lee Ockner
Keith Allen Page
Jeffrey Allen Phillips
Katherine Susan Provance

The following candidate will be commissioned by Lieutenant Colonel Jack P. Lundgard, M.A., United States Air Force, Professor of Air Force Aerospace Studies

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Issued by the Secretary of the Air Force

SECOND LIEUTENANT, AIR FORCE Reserve

*William Jon Curry

*Distinguished Military Graduate (Air Force)
**Distinguished Military Graduates (Army)

Army commissioning ceremony will be conducted in Graham Chapel at 2:00 P.M., May 18, 1979. The public is invited.
Presentation Receptions

Immediately following Commencement, the Deans will hold Presentation-Receptions for members of the graduating classes, their families and friends. These receptions will be held at the following locations:

**THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES**
Quadrangle near Beaumont Pavilion and the area on the north side of Graham Chapel—in the event of rain, Holmes Lounge

**THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES**
Stix House
6470 Forsyth

**THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE**
The Millstone Plaza between Bryan Hall and George F. McMillen Laboratory—in the event of rain, The Millstone Lounge

**THE SCHOOL OF LAW**
Graham Chapel and the Seeley G. Mudd Informal Lounge

**THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION**
Edison Theatre and the Boles Plaza in Mallinckrodt Center—in the event of rain, Schoenberg Galleries in Mallinckrodt Center

**THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK**
Brown Lounge

**THE SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION**
Brown Auditorium in the George Warren Brown School of Social Work

**THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS**
Steinberg Auditorium

**THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE**
Givens Hall

**THE PROGRAM IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY**
Alumni House

**THE HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING PROGRAM**
Program Classrooms and Lounge

**THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE**
A.J. Cervantes Convention Center
Rest rooms are available in the following buildings:

- Alumni House
- Brown Hall
- Bryan Hall
- Mudd Building
- George F. McMillen Laboratory
- Monsanto Building
- Steinberg Hall
- Women's Building